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Things were cooking at Fancy Farm picnic
There was more than
barbecue on the pit
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

DAVID RA&IEYteoge( & Triv& photo
Secretary of State Bob Babbage and Lt. Gov. Paul Patton share a few words during Saturday's 113th
Fancy Farm Picnic. The two will likely face each other In the 1995 governor's race.

Has the battle just begun?
Spending cuts, retro taxes take stage
By H. JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell said today that approval
of President Clinton's deficitreduction plan is "a first step,"
but Congress won't control the
deficit until it reforms the
nation's health care system.
Republican lawmakers, however, indicated Sunday they may
not cooperate on new budget cutting efforts unless the Democrats
agree to take another look at the
new taxes just enacted on wealthy Americans. The GOP does not
want the taxes applied retroactively to all of this year.
A higher income tax rate
affecting primarily those who
earn S180,000 a year or more,
was the centerpiece of a tax and
spending-cut deficit-reduction
package narrowly approved by
Congress last week. It is expected

Republicans will
insist we go back
and take out
retroactivity and
get rid of the taxes (for 1993).
...SEN. BOB DOLE
to be signed into law by Clinton
within days.
But a number of lawmakers —
both Republicans and Democrats
— say Congress has not had the
last word on taxing the wealthy.
More debate is expected in the
fall when additional spending
reductions will be considered.
Mitchell, D-Maine, said he was
"absolutely" certain that Congress will make .further cuts this
fall. He called last week's budget

package "a first step, a significant first step. But the ultimate
answer -- if we're going to control the deficit — must he health
care reform."
Mitchell, appearing on NBC,
cautioned that "we can't control
the deficit ... unless we reform
health care and control costs
there. That's the biggest step that
remains to be taken."
To do that, Mitchell said he
favored "specific caps on expenditures on Medicare, Medicaid
and all other health care expenditures in the country."
He also called for Republican
participation. "I hope we can get
them involved. The president is
going to make a real, sincere and
genuine effort on health care,"
he said.
But Republicans are indicating
first want action on their objec▪ See Page 2

Mistrial sought in beating case
Jurors saw
'Malcolm X'
DETROIT (AP) — The attorneys for two police officers
accused in the fatal beating of a
motorist moved today for a mistrial because some jurors were
shown the movie "Malcolm X"
during a break in testimony.
Michael Batchelor and John
Goldpaugh said their clients
should get a mistrial because
some jurors viewed the movie.

The film about the slain black
leader shows parts of the Rodney
King beating by police and the
Los Angeles riots that followed
the officers' acquittal on state
charges.
"Even if the jurors had seen
this movie before, it is of no
issue. Even if the jurors had
rented this movie at home, it is of
no issue. Even if they have their
own copy of this video, it is of no
issue," said Batchelor, who is
representing former Officer Walter Budzyn. "The problem is the
court's presentation of this movie
to the jury."

Budzyn's jurors were shown
"Malcolm X" and "Bodyguard"
last week during proceedings that
took place while they were out of
the courtroom.
The jury hearing the case of
Officer ,,I.,arry Nevers saw two
other films. But Goldpaugh
joined the motion for a mistrial
anyway.
The movies seen by the jurors
were chosen by a court representative. Because of that, Detroit
Recorder's Court Judge George
Crockett III referred the mistrial

FANCY FARM, Ky. — It
always seems to get hot in Fancy
Farm on the first Saturday in
August every year — and always
about 2 p.m. in the afternoon.
But Saturday was a little milder than usual at the 113th annual
Fancy Farm Picnic.
The political speaking didn't
feature anyone of the national
magnitude of Vice President Al
Gore, who attended last year's
picnic. This year's picnic didn't
even include Kentucky Sen.
Wendell Ford — whose oldfashioned stump speaking usually
plays well with the largely
Democratic crowd around the
barbecue pits and campers.
But it was warm enough in
Fancy Farm. with a debate over
President Clinton's deficit reduction package that cleared Congress late last week and a sneakpreview of the 1995 governor's
race.
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell.
who %ill be visiting Murray
today, declared himself a. top,
rated prognosticator by re-reading
portions of his 1992 Fancy Farm
speech when he blasted Bill
Clinton.
"It was a little tough being a

Trückoverturnsl
injuring driver
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A 25-year-old Nashville
man was injured when the
tractor-trailer he was driving
overturned in Hazel Sunday
night.
According to reports from
Kentucky State Police, Geoffrey McMaster was southbound on U.S. 641 near Hazel
in a 1992 International truck
when he entered a curve near
the railroad tracks where the
accident occurred at approximately 10:15 p.m.
Apparently the load shifted
and McMaster lost control of
the truck, which was filled
with dry packed foods. He ran
off the road and overturned.
The truck came to rest on the
railroad tracks.
Firefighters from the Murray Fire Department worked
for more than hour with two
sets of the "jaws of life" to
free the driver from the
vehicle.
Reports from the Murray
Fire Department indicate the
driver's leg was pinned under
the passenger side of the cab.
McMaster was transported
to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital where he was listed
in stable condition following
surgery.
Calloway County FireRescue, Calloway County
Sherifrs Department, Department of Transportation and
several Tennessee agencies
assisted state police.
CCFR volunteers were on
the scene for more than eight
hours cleaning up debris and
unloading cargo from the
trailer.
_J

▪ See Page 2

Republican last year," McConnell
said. "We were defense last year
— but it's good to play offense
this year.

Use.

DAVID RAMEYtedge, & 'Lmes pewto
U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow, State Sen. Jeff Green of Mayfield, and Louisville mayor Jerry Abramson chat during Saturday's 113th Fancy
Farm Picnic.

Back to Normal
Quake rocks Guam
AGANA, Guam (AP) — Normalcy was a rare commodity
after one of the strongest earthquakes this century. Briefly
restored power blinked off again
for shaken islanders whose only
solace was that the quake wasn't
a killer.
Cars tumbled from bridges and
buildings were battered by the
quake Sunday that registered 8.1
to 8.2 on the Richter scale. The
terror remained fresh in the
minds of those who endured it.
"I was up on the second floor
and I thought the building was
going to collapse. That's how big
the earthquake was," said Civil
Defense Director Joe Terlajc. "It
was really scary. Everybody was
screaming."
No deaths or serious injuries
were reported. About 50 people

were treated for quake-related
injuries, mostly bumps, bruises
and cuts, Guam Memorial Hospital administrator PeterJohn
Camacho said.
There was no immediate damage estimate.
The quake knocked out power,
but it was restored early Monday
local time before a generator
problem caused a systemwide
shutdown across the U.S. territory in the far western Pacific.
Officials hoped to restore power
Tuesday.
The quake collapsed one
bridge, and several others were
declared unsafe. Cars caught on
bridges tumbled into rivers and
others were partially covered by
falling rocks or landslides.

Countdown begins, again
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — NASA today began the
third countdown for the launch of space shuttle Discovery,
grounded for nearly a month by mechanical failures and a
meteor shower.
"All that's behind us now, and we're ready to try again,"
NASA spokesman Bruce Buckingham said as the countdown
clocks started ticking at 9:30 a.m. Liftoff is set for Thursday
morning.
The satellite-delivery and spacewalking mission by Discovery
has been on hold since July 17, when launch attempt No. 1
was foiled by a failed electronics switch. The switch is part of
the rocket-release system at the pad.
NASA came within 19 seconds of launching Discovery on
July 24. That countdown was halted because of a problem with
one of two steering mechanisms in Discovery's nght solid rocket booster.
NASA replaced both the bad switch and the power unit containing the faulty steering mechanism, and aimed for an Aug. 4
launch. But liftoff was delayed until Thursday to avoid the
annual Perseid meteor shower this week, expected to be more
intense than usual.

NOTICE

SPORTS

BRIEFLY...

•Alnto-Dexter Fire District will meet
at 7 p.m. at the Temple Nil United
Methodist Church. The meeting is open
to The public and residents are encouraged to attend.
•Calloway County Fiscal Court will
meet in regular session Tuesday at 1
p m at the office of Judge/Executive
George Weeks. The meeting is open to
be public.

• The Murray Fire Department is
reminding apartment owners and renters
that all apartment buildings that have
more than two dwelling units shall have
a smoke detector installed in each guest
room, suite or sleeping area, according
to the Kentucky Fire Prevention Code.
CaN the cods enforcement office at
762-0321 for more information.

II Greg Hibbard drove 01 one run and
pitched brilliantly to lead the Cubs past
the Cardinals 2-1 Sunday afternoon at
Busch Stadium.
• • • •
II Larry Mire overcame Fuzzy Zoeller's
Third-round lead to win the Burt" Open.
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Complete with charts, McConnell attacked Clinton's package,
calling it "the biggest tax
increase in history."
tie also said it was unpopular
with Kentuckians.
"I've never heard from as
many Kentuckians as I have in
the last three days," McConnell
said.
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U.S. diplomat killed by unknown assassin
Embassy in Georgia, the embassy
By UAM McDOWALL
said. His age and hometown were
Press
Associated
not disclosed.
TBILISI. Georgia (Al') — A
, U.S. diplomats were standing
U.S. diplomat was killed in a hail d'butside Tbilisi's city morgue this
of gunfire by unknown attackers morning, some in tears. The U.S.
outside Tbilisi, the capital of this Embassy said in a statement that
Former Soviet republic, U.S. and
Woodruff's colleagues and
Georgian officiab said today.
friends are immensely saddened
The diplomat was identified as by the senseless and tragic
Fred Woodruff. a regional affairs shooting."
officer posted temporarily in the
The attack Sunday followed a
political section of the U.S. decision by the United States to

increase its mediation efforts in
trouble spots in the former So,,let
Union. It was unclear whether the
attack was connected with that
effort.
Details were sketchy. Interior
Ministry spokesman Col. Valiko
Gogolashvili said the diplomat
was killed at 9:30 pm.(1:30 p.m.
EDT) Sunday about 15 miles
northwest of Tbilisi in the village
of Natakhtan.
The men were going through

REPORTS
MURRAY POUCE
Aug. 6
'Debra G. Broach, Southside Manor, was arrested at 12:30
a.m. with second-ohense driving under the influence, giving a
false name, expired registration and no operator's licente.
'Willie W. KineI, Pine Street, was arrested and charged
with fourth-degree assault following a domestic dispute with
his wife.
Aug. 8
'Coy Sherrill Jr., Mayfield, was arrested and charged with
shoplifting following a complaint by Fashion Bug.
'Jeffrey L. Campbell, North 16th Street, reported someone
took a cable television box and movies from his room sometime bitween 2 and 11 a.m.

Nataktaari on their way back to
the capital from a sight-seeing
trip to another town. Kazbegi, the
ministry said. While traveling
through the village, unidentified
gunmen opened fire on the car,
Gogolashvili said.
The diplomat was accompanied
in the car by Eldar Gugusladze,
the chief of security for Georgian
leader Eduard Shevardnadze.
Gugusladze's condition was not
immediately known.

Mudslides caused by Bret claim lives
tropical storm that killed at least
150 people and left thousands
homeless.

CARACAS, Venezuela (AP)
— Venezuelans in hillside shantytowns ringing Caracas began
clearing away mud and debris
today following a devastating

The sun was shining over the
battered slums, and Tropical
Storm Bret was breaking up as it
moved off the northwest coast of
Colombia. the U.S. National
Weather Service reported today
from Miami. But Bret could gain
strength before moving over Central America, the agency

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

III Mistrial...
The Pick
3-7-13-18-42-44-46-55
Lotto
2-9-12-25-33-34

FROM PAGE 1
motion to another judge.
Nevers and Budzyn are
charged with second-degree murder in the Nov. 5 bludgeoning
death of Malice Green outside a
suspected crack house: The
charge is punishable by up to life
in prison. Separate juries are
hearing their cases. Former Officer Robert Lessnau is charged
with assault with into the inflict

Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

great bodily harm. He faces up to
10 years in prison if convicted.
His case is being decided by
Crockett.
The three defendants are white:
Green was black. But witnesses
have not alleged a racial - motive
in the case. The supervisor at the
scene, Sgt. Freddie Douglas,
.faces a misdemeanor charge of
willful neglect of duty at a later
trial. He is black.
Thc March.1991 beating in Los
Angeles that injured King also
involved the beating of a black

could strengthen as its center
moves over open waters in the
southwest Caribbean today, and
as much as four more inches of
rain could fall in Venezuela and
Colombia.
Bret had been expected to pass
by Venezuela without much damage, but it struck hard early Sunday with five inches of rain over
seven hours — the most to fall in
so short a time in the past
century.

by white officers. Four white
officers were acquitted of most
state charges in 1992. but two of
them were convicted of federal
civil rights charges in April.
Recorder's Court Chief Judge
Dalton Roberson said during the
weekend he didn't think viewing
the movie would affect jurors'
impartiality.
"I would surmise of the'30or
so jurors, most of them had seen
the _film anyway," he told the
Detroit Free Press in today's editions. "I don't think seeing it
again could have any effect on
them."
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The weather service said Colombia dropped the tropical storm
warning for the coastal Guajira
peninsula. But it said the storm

Miirray
Ledger & Times

EARN
6•00%

M GUTTERS

reported.
In the border town of Maicao,
in northeastern Colombia, a
22-year-old woman was electrocuted Sunday afternoon when
winds from the storm hurled an
electricity pole and high tension
wire onto a house.
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ics in government.
FROM PAGE 1
"Public officials must underHe heard from a few more
stand •'that the salary that we
.Kentuckians on Saturday. A par- agree to pay them is all they are
ticularly loud group of hecklers 'to expect," Patton said. "No
greeted the senator, and
kickbacks. No special privileges.
attempted to shout him down.
No extravagant living off the taxWhile McConnell joined the
payers. No payoffs to friends,
other 43 Republicans in the
family or political supporters. We
Senate in opposing the measure, need public servants providing
U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow of the
public services, and not private
First Congressional District voted
payoffs."
for the measure. Many political
Babbage said the changes in
observers feel the vote could cost
the law have brought better electhe freshmen Congressman his
tions to Kentucky.
Seal next year.
"No more statewide elections
But Barlow defended his deciare going to be bought," Babbage
sion and attacked Republicans for
said. "Big money is going. I
being totally united in opposition
repeat: big money is going. The
to the package.
millionaires can't buy the gover"We don't need the groupnorship any longer."
think, the group heartlessness of
Babbage also ruled out new
Republicans who march in lock
taxes, if he is elected governor.
step," Barlow said.
"Let me draw this line in the
While McConnell and Barlow
sand...no increases in taxes
were skirmishing over last week,
you've already got...no new taxKentucky lieutenant governor es," Babbage said.
Paul Pauon and Kentucky secretIn addition to the announced
ary of state Bob Babbage were candidates, there were those testgiving voters a possible preview
ing the political waters, including
of the 1995 Democratic gubernaBill Beasley of Paducah, who is
torial primary.
considering a run in the RepubliPatton came out strongly can primary for Congress in
against casino gambling in Ken1994, and Louisville Mayor Jerry
tucky, saying "casino gambling
Abramson, who is considering a
will not solve the problems of statewide run in 1995 (for goverthis state."
nor) or against McConnell in
He also called for stronger eth1996.
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Fancy Farm Notes
FANCY FARM, Ky. (AP) — Notes, quotes and observetions from the 113th annual Fancy Farm picnic activities by
AP writer Mark Chellgren:
• • • •

In this off year, politicians must be ready to adapt to a
changing environment. So too, political supporters.
One shirt at the Fancy Farm outing this year contained the
simple legend, "Babbage '95."
Secretary of State Bob Babbage is thinking about running for
governor. Or maybe something else.
• • • •
State Sen. Jeff Green of Mayfield found himself a man in
demand this weekend.
Green, who is considered a prospect as somebody's running
mate for lieutenant governor in 1995, was courted by all the
potential gubernatorial types in attendance for the Fancy Farm
picnic weekend.
He squired former Senate leader Joe Wright around the fish
fry at Fancy Farm Friday night. Saturday afternoon, he made
appearances at receptions for Lt. Gov. Paul Patton and Secretary of State Bob Babbage. And he got a late call from Louisville Mayor Jerry Abramson to please help introduce him to
some people Saturday.

SUBSCRIBE

Now Two
, Packages!
\ CHOOSE ONE

When a family firm is as proud ofits services as our family, its
natural to want to tell the world. But we know ours is a
service many people have difficulty discussing. That is why
NT will not telephone wu at home or send brochures...
you request them.
lf you are interested in the important subiect ofadvance
funeral planning, please let us know.I* will send wu wellwnttcn and complete brochures describing our services, staff
and sincere commitment to the communities we serve. lbu'll find more than gtald reading. *lull find a friend you
can call when you need one the most.

•Fancy Farm...

tions to last week's tax increases.
"Republicans will insist we go
back and take out retroactivity
and get rid of all the taxes (for
1993). Then we'll talk about
spending cuts," Senate Minority
Leader Bob Dole of Kansas said
Sunday on NBC's "Meet the
Press."
And some Democratic lawmakers agreed that efforts to push
ahead the effective date of the
new ,income taxes are a matter of
concern among both GOP and
Democratic lawmakers.
"It's not a non-starter.
Clearly it can be done," said
Sen. Dianne Feinstein. D-Calif.,
when asked about whether the tax
bill should be changed so it does
not apply to all of 1993. "I've
talked to Democrats who want to
do it, and I talked to Republicans
who want to do iL And I think
we ought to try and do it if we
can."
Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison, RTexas, appearing with Feinstein
on ABC's "This Week With
David Brinkley," said changing
the effective date of the new taxes "would be one big step" toward getting GOP support for new
spending reductions.
The Clinton administration,
however, remains opposed to
tinkering with the just-passed tax
provisions.

Wal-Mart Portrait Studio

A subject that's often
too difficult to talk about
can make wrygood reading.

DAVID RAMEY/Ledger & Tunes photo

13111 Beasley of Paducah, considering a run for Congress, shares a
laugh with a possible voter during Saturday's Fancy Farm NCI*.
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Cooler weather leads
to spring bulb planning
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Members of the Westwood 4-H Club were recently recognized as a
winner in the Youth for America contest sponsored by the
Colgate-Palmolive Company. Pictured front row from left. LaShana Lewis. Whitney Alexander, Rebecca Todd and Angela Fortener. Back row from left, Laurie Jo Parker, Janie Parker and Alice
Like, club leaders; Nathan Fortener and Melody Parker.
photo
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Pesticide sampling
available for farmers
The Calloway County Agricultural Stabilization and Consery-ation Service reminds tobacco
growers that pesticide sampling
may be made on 1993 crop
tobacco.
To be eligible for price support
loans, tobacco producers are
required to certify that all pcsti-enfe products used in the production of tobacco were approved by
the Environmental Protection
Agency for use on tobacco, and
that these pesticide products were
applied according to label

directions.
Tobacco treated with nonapproved pesticides, or if pesticides arc not used according to
label instructions: price support
will be withheld. If price support
is withheld, a "no price support"
marketing card will be issued for
the farm and all price support
advances received during the current year must be refunded.
False certification cases will be
referred for prosecution and
could result in a S10.0()0 penalty
or imprisonment for not more
than five years, or both.

Proposed regulations will
affect farmers, businesses
Farmers and businesses will
soon have to follow stricter
guidelines for protecting groundwater around their crops and
work sites if the state Environmental Quality Commission passes proposed new regulations.
The regulations, presented to
the commission, call for farmers
and businesses to submit to the
state division of water groundwater protection plans, according to
Kay Harker. branch manager for
the state division of groundwater.
The plans must state the type of
work to be done that could contaminate nearby groundwater, and
what action will be taken to prevent contamination.
The plans would have to be
kept on-site for six years and
updated every three years, Harker
said. People who want to read the
plans could contact either the
businesses or the division of
water.
The proposed regulations are
unique in the country because
comments were sought heavily
from the public and from
businesses, industries and farmers
would be affected by new
groundwater protection regulations. The new regulations take a
preventive approach to protecting
the state's groundwater.

For farmers, a peer group
would be established to help
develop generic groundwater protection plans. The group would
design plans to help ensure contaminants such as fertilizer or pesticides do not drain into groundwater, Harker said.
Kentucky's groundwater supplies about 20 percent of the
state's drinking water, and some
cases of contamination if drinking water have been documented
in the past.
Activities that would have to
have groundwater protection
plans include: commercial application of pesticides; hazardous
waste treatment, storage and disposal; septic systems; mining;
and oil and gas well drilling.
The amount of time businesses
and industries would have to
implement groundwater protection plans concerned Bill Quesenberry, a Winchester resident who
sells fertilizer to farmers, he said.
He requested that the commission give consideration to industries like his by giving them time
to implement their protection
plans.
"If we have to comply within a
year, I'm afraid a lot of our people will drop out," Quesenberry
said.
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Now that the weather is cooler,
I can actually look at the garden.
When the temperatures got up to
102 degrees, I didn't care if the
garden lived or died. In fact. I
spent a little time hoping it would
just die so I wouldn't have to
worry about it.
I know it sounds heartless to
think that way, but I was getting
a little tired of hauling the hose
around trying to revive wilting
plants. It felt like pouring water
on a desert and expecting it to
turn green overnight.
But the temperatures have
become more reasonable, so once
again I am out in the garden. The
weeds were unaffected by the
heat and drought and arc
threatening to choke out more
valuable plants.
Still, I find some delightful
surprises, like a vandy lily that I
didn't even know I had. Its soft
red and cream blossom opened up
next to the sky-blue of the bog
sage with royal purple monarda
providing the background.
And occasionally, a bright yellow swallowtail will come to
drink the nectar from the flowers,
and I become distracted from the
task at hand. Oh yes, I was sup-.
posed to be pulling weeds.
My mind has a tendency to
wander when I am out getting rid
of weeds. It doesn't take a great
deal Of concentration to weed.
only enough attention to be sure
that what you have hold of is a
weed.
So I look around and think
about the ,end of summer, and
how far away summer will seem
in the middle of winter. I notice
everlasting flowers that are ready
to be cut, bright 'yellow buttons

Growing In
the Garden

Protect Your Asphalt Investment.
Don't Wait Until lour Parking Lot Deteriorates.

Seal Coat Today!
Parking lots • Driteivavs
use onls sommer.ial sealer that lasts 't tirne• longer than retail sealer
guarantee a protcssional, 'can, neat lob with the latest .11pplicatinK equipment
todas for tree esionates

Murray Paving Company
It here Quality Doe sn't t ost

SI Last Main

It P.ties“

Murray

753-0411

By Cathleen Lander
of tansy. purple heads of showy
iartgano. and soft silver Artemisia.
I get my clippers and take a
few in and hang them to dry. In
the winter. I will have a reminder
of summer that will help me get
through until spnng.
And as the thought of spring
crosses my mind, so do thoughts
of my unwieldy list of spring
bulbs that I plan on planting this
fall. I have only gotten to the
wish list stage, and I know that I
have too many wants.
I'll have to ruthlessly cross off
many varieties that I'm sure I
can't live without.
How can I decide between a
double white daffodil called
'Rose of May' and the delicate
beauty of a small, soft yellow
narcissus called 'April Tears'? I
may not be able to.
I am getting tired of weeding.
Besides, I really need to work on
the fall bulb list, and there is only
so much that I can do in my
head, without pen and paper.
I put away my trowel and fork,
go inside, and attempt to get at
least some of the dirt out from
under my fingernails.
I make myrelf a cup of tea and
sit down dn the floor, list in
hand, surrounded by bulb
catalogues.
The weeds will still be there
tomorrow.

REVIVAL
Salem Baptist Church
Lynn Grove, KY

August 8-13
7 p.m. Nightly
Bro. Al Cobb - Evangelisi
Highpoint Baptist Church
Mayfield

.

Special Music Nightly
Music Director - Bobby Fain
Everyone Welcome!
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WASHINGTON TODAY

!Democrats make list
of best talking points
to use during recess
By STEVEN KOhlAROW
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — While the Senate was wrapping up
President Clinton's budget Friday, Democratic aides were scurrying
to make sure each member of the House and Senate had a list of
accomplishments to take home for the August break.
That happens before every long recess, whether the members
have accomplished anything worth mentioning or not. This time,
though, there's plenty to talk about.
The budget itself will be discussed for weeks — if not years —
as it reaches into every home, business and wallet. Some poor peoplewiill pay lower taxes, some rich people a lot more. And most
anyone who drives will ante up another 4.3 cents per gallon in federal taxes.
Democrats will spend August talking about how the deficit
reduction in the package will have a salutary effect on the economy
and persuade the Federal Reserve to keep interest rates low. Republicans will focus on those taxes, and talk of them in terms of economic harm.
But the budget was just one of the notable bills that have been
finished, or are about to be done, under the auspices of a Democratic president and Democratic Congress:
—Bottled up for years by partisan rancor, the Family and Medical Leave Act was passed and signed by Clinton. It allows workers
up to 12 weeks of unpaid leave for a family medical emergency or
a new baby.
—A major women's health initiative was included in the legislation reauthorizing the National Institutes of Health. President Bush
had vetoed a similar bill because it would have lifted his ban on
using fetal tissue in research.
—Democrats pushed through their voter registration program,
which lets people register for the polls when they register their

Apathy hurting fire districts
After three weeks of research
and numerous calls to local and
state agencies. I still have a question no one can answer — who's
in charge of fire districts.
When I began looking at Caboway County's five fire districts. I
found there were more than a few
holes. Reports from most districts
have not been filed in five or
more years.
When I inquired with the county clerk and the judge/executive's
office, no one knew why.
I checked with the county
attorney. He did not know either.
I called Frankfort. After being
transferred from department to
department, not a single person
knew.
You would think I was asking
what the secret to eternal life is.
It appears the legislature got
together sometime ago and
created special districts that can
levy taxes in order to get
revenue.
That sounds great. But, our
elected officials never made it
crystal clear as to who would
watch over these districts. If they
did, they forgot to write it down.
I called four different offices
in Frankfort — the Attorney General, State Auditor, Department
of State and Local Government
and Fire Marshal. ,ln those four
agencies, 1 spoke to approximately 12 different people.

The closest I came to an
answer Was in the Department of
State and Local Government
where I was told there really isn't
anyone who watches over the fire
districts.
In a time when we are
swamped with bureaucratic red
tape, an excess of administrators
and thousands of governmentcreated positions, it is ironic that
when you need a department, you
don't have one.
I think our fire districts are trying to stay in line with Chapter
75 of the Kentucky Revised Statutes. However, those statutes can
be confusing and, obviously,
questions are not easily
answered.
These five boards need to
function under the statute because
if they do not, it is difficult for
them to be accountable to their
constituents.
.All financial records should be
available for public inspection.
Members of the boards must
understand the workings of publ-

ic agencies. Meetings should not
be conducted on a whim. They
should be open and occur on a
regular basis.
Statutes call for fire district
boards to meet mondy.
Three members of each board
are appointed by the judge/
executive and four members are
elected by residents of the
district.
These people have to understand the decisions the board
makes affect a large number of
people. The boards deal directly
with tax dollars. Homeowners in
the district expect the board to
use those monies wisely.
Since the fire districts contract
for lire protection, how the
money is spent once it is paid to
the fire department is the responsibility of the department.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Chief Greg Cherry said the
department's books are open for
public inspection and any resident is welcome to attend meetings and offer suggestions.

After wading through a maze
of paper and bureaucracy, I have
determined the only way for Calloway County to properly function under the law is for its residents to get involved.
Several people who are active
in the work of the fire districts
have said it is difficult to get
enough people involved to properly function under the law.
Residents have to be aware of
what is happening to their tax
dollars. The way the money is
handled directly affects insurance
premiums.
It seems more people would
care about how much their insurance costs. More people should
care about how fast a firetruck
can get to their home in the event
of a fire.
I know everyone is busy. We
all have our homes and families
and things to do. But unless people start geuing involved, foe
districts could be headed for
trouble.
According to an Attorney General's opinion, decisions and
transactions made without a quorum (which would be four in the
case of a fire district) are not
valid.
Apathy is often the root of
some of our worst problems.
Don't let apathy destroy a potentially productive system.

Can.

—The Senate confirmed Clinton's appointment of Ruth Bader
Ginsburg to the Supreme Court.
—Just before departing, Congress gave final approval to more
than $4 billion for flood victims in the Midwest.
—Clinton's plan to have young people earn tuition money by
working in community service jobs is in finished form, awaiting a
final Senate vote in September before reaching his desk.
Democrats are touting the list as proof that gridlock is at an end.
But, as seen in the defeat of the president's summer jobs bill last
spring, one-party rule has its limits.
"It's been difficult because of the solid opposition and obstructionism by Republicans," said Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, D-Maine. "I think the American people expect us to
work together."
The Republican opposition's behavior has been "primarily for
the purpose of embarrassing and defeating the president," he said.
Republicans argue that they're not on strike, they've been locked
out.
"The Republicans tried to get into the process," first-term Sen.
Kay Bailey Hutchison of Texas said Sunday. "The president made
a strategic decision to go away from the Republicans and sit down
and try to get all his votes from the Democrats."
The question for the fall is whether the two parties can learn to
work with each other on Clinton's health care package, on a crime
bill, or on a promised second-look for additional spending cuts.
In the budget debate. Republicans said they were willing to support sharper cuts in spending instead of the higher taxes passed by
the Democrats. Now that the taxes are done, would they still vote
for spending cuts?
"If they expect Republicans to line up now and vote for all the
spending cuts after they've imposed these big, big, heavy taxes,
there may be some more partisanship, yes," Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., said Sunday.
On some of future bills, Republican votes will be needed. The
stuff Democrats pretty much agreed on has been done, which
makes it very hard to predict what will be added to the congressional accomplishments list before the next recess.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Steven Komarow is chief congressional
correspondent for The Associated Press,

Hubbard, Hopkins took the money
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Everyone has his price, especially
in politics, the cynic's saying
goes.
Two former Kentucky congressmen — Republican Larry
Hopkins and Democrat Carroll
Hubbard — acknowledged last
week that their prices had been
Met.

GUEST EDITORIAL
The State Journal, Frankfort:
No one, of course, expected them to do otherwise. Former Kentucky Congressmen Larry Hopkins and Carroll Hubbard have pocketed
their surplus campaign money under a convenient loophole in an ethics law that makes it all nice and legal — as long as they pay income
taxes on the money. Obviously, the two just couldn't pass up the big
bucks showered on them by contributors throughout their political
Careers.

For Hopkins, a Lexington Republican who represented the 6th District in the U.S. House of Representatives for more than a decade, the
windfall amounts to $665,000 (before the inevitable tax bite). He
could be the richest of the bunch that qualified to keep excess campaign funds if they left Congress before this year.
As for Hubbard, the longtime Democratic congressman from the 1st
District, he'll get only a minimum of S216,000 of unspent campaign
money. ...
Perhaps netting hundreds of thousands of dollars they did nothing to
earn will allow them to look their contributors in the eyes if either of
them ever bothers returning to Kentucky to visit. Perhaps Hopkins can
justify to his conscience breaking his promise not to take the money
on the basis that no one believes campaign promises anyway.
Sadly that's true, and Larry Hopkins and Carroll Hubbard are two
reasons why.

•

It was like a balloon payment,
a big lump sum at the end.
Hopkins and Hubbard said they
were pocketing the money
remaining in their congressional
campaign accounts — nearly
$900,000 between them. They
had, in fact, already taken most
of it.
Various excuses were offered:
It wasn't illegal. Friends said it
was OK. Other ex-congressmen
had done the same. It was bygosh hard to make ends meet on
the paltry $125,100 a year House
members were making when they
left office.
Neither could bring himself to
simply admit the obvious: They
were able to enrich themselves
for no other reason than the fact
they had held ,public office.
The money built up over the
years, most of it from industries
that had spent freely through
political action committees to
stay in their good graces.

There were defense contractors
and agriculture groups, which
Hopkins was supposed to be
overseeing on the Armed Services and Agriculture
committees.
There were savings-and-loan
executives, whom Hubbard slavishly defended as a member of
the Banking Committee.
Hopkins, who swore while running for governor two years ago
that he would not convert his
congressional campaign fund to

personal use, took $665,000.
Even after taxes, it's a nice nest
egg.
It will supplement the
S104,000-a-year job he landed in
the Department of Agriculture in
the final days of the Bush administration. So will the
$42,000-a-year congressional
pension he can start collecting in
October, when he turns 60.
Hubbard converted $216,000 in
June and has $16,000 remaining
in a certificate of deposit. He said

he may take it in October, when
the CD matures.
Hubbard rationalized that he
had run up a "huge personal
debt" by having to maintain two
homes, in suburban Washington
and Mayfield. Then there was the
cost of sending his daughters to
private universities — Vanderbilt
and Duke.
His former constituents
undoubtedly empathized, particularly those who consider themselves lucky to meet a single
mortgage or to put a child
through Murray State.
When questioned by a reporter,
Hubbard said "many longtime
friends" had "without exception" told him to take the money.
He quickly pointed out that
another former Kentucky congressman, Republican Gene
Snyder, did the same in 1987.
To his credit, Hopkins did not
try to cite precedent or make his
friends a party to his decision.
But his response — "I've exercised a legal option, and that's all
I have to say about it" — was
disingenuous.
Of course it was legal. Congress made the law.
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporter for The Associated
Press.
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Off Any Purchase
On Mondays Only With This Ad

JO'S DATEBOOK

l'Eseept Balloons)

'New Crafts Arriving Daily
*Candy. Jams. Jellies. Bar-B-Que Sauce
& Many More Unique Gift Basket Fillers'
'Free Delivery

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

go Heartland's Country Charm w
104 8. 12th • Murray (nest to the Edge) 753-5242

THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will
meet Tuesday, Aug. 10 at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County
Public Library. The THEOS name, a registered trademark, stands for
"They Help Each Other Spiritually." This is a mutual self-help group
which has provided a supportive, educational and non-sectarian spiritual program for the widowed since 1962. For information call Dr.
David Roos, 753-3824, Lillian Steele, 753-2875, Opal Howard,
753-1998, Reita Moody, 753-0172. or Karen Isaacs, 753-2411.

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-6 &

TEMPTATIONS, INC.

Alzheimer's meeting on Tuesday

Alzheimer's Disease Education Group meeting will be Tuesday, Aug. 10,
at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
TOM information call Joretta Randolph at 753-5561, or Cindy Ragsdale.
L.S.W., at hospital, 762-1100.

Coffee on Tuesday
Prayer
Aug.
Prayer Coffee 61- Murray Christian Women's Club will be Tuesday.
Murray. This is
10, at 9:30 a.m. at the home of Eva Hale, 1605 Keenland,
luncheon on
open to all interested women in the area. Plans for the next
Timsday. Aug. 17. at noon at Holiday Inn will be completed.

BaPiist Women to meet Ttiesday
meet Tuesday, Aug. 10,

Baptist Women of Westside Baptist Church will
at 7 p.m. at the church with LaJeanna Chapman as hostess. Donna Herndon of Family Resource Center will be guest speaker. All ladies interested in
this ministry are urged to attend.

Singles will meet Tuesday
will meet Tuesday, Aug. 10, at 7

Singles Organizational Society (SOS)
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. SOS is a nonprofit support and social group for single adults, whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela at
753-7638 or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday
Wednesday, Aug. 11, at 5:15

Murray Overeaters Anounymous will meet
p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all interested persons
OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all walks of life who meet in
order to help solve a common problem - compulsive overeating. The only
requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is
patterned after Alocholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees,
no weigh -ins and no diets.

Dance Class planned by Leisure Life
on Wednes-

Line dance classes will continua for Leisure Life members
days, Aug. 1118. at University Branch of Bank of Murray. There will be a $3
per person per class tee. To make reservations call Martha Covey at

753-1893.

Coldwater Watch meeting tonight

The Coldwater Neighborhood Watch will-meet tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m.
at Coldwater United Methodist Church. All area persons are urged to attend

Calloway County Athletic Boosters will meet Tuesday, Aug. 10, at 7 30

p.m. at the office of Board of Education. Several fall activities are being
planned and the club needs II the help it can get to further the sports' programs at Calloway County Schools. All interested persons are urged to
attend this meeting.

MHS Annuals have arrived

Murray High School Annuals for the 1992-93 school year have arrived,

according to Evon Kelly, sponsor. Underclassmen may pick up their annuals
when they register on Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. 11 and 12. Seniors
of 1993 may pick up their annual on or after Aug. 11, Kelly said.

Calloway County High School Site:Based Decision

Council will

meet Tuesday, Aug. 10, at 4 p.m. in the home economics room_ Jerry Ain-

ley, principal, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Downtown Association willmeetmeet
Tuesday. Aug. 10, at 5:30

The Downtown Business Association will
p.m. at Paghai's. All merchants and interested persons are urged to attend.

Guest luncheon, golf, bridge
planned by ladies Wednesday
Ladies Day events will be at
Murray Country Club on Wednesday, Aug. 11.
A luncheon will be served at
noon and reservations should be
made by Tuesday by calling
753-6113.
Bridge will be played at 9 a.m.
For reservations and cancellations
call Toni Hopson.
This will be guest day and
members may invite in-town or
out-of-town guests.
Scramble golf will be played at
9 a.m. Those not listed in the
lineup but desiring to play may
come and be paired at the tee.

Williams' have

recent reunion
The descendants of the late
Dudley and Arbella Milam Williams, former residents of Calloway County, gathered in Murray
for their annual reunion.
They came from several states
and many counties in Kentucky.
Attending from Murray and
Calloway County were the
following:
Mrs.Estelle Williams McDougal, Mrs. Jewell Williams Jones,
Mrs. Frances Williams, Harold
and Teresa Williams and Jordan,
J.D. and Josephine Williams
Robinson, Paul and June Williams Hopkins, Lou Robinson,
Lisa Grace Hanbery, Frank and
Clara Page, Otis and Sue Elkins,
Charles and Dorinda Craig, Kela
Craig. Mitch Craig and Gillis
Bridges.
Also attending were Leonard
and Polly Sloan of Borger, Texas,
Harold and Rosemary Prow of
Chesterfield, Mo.. and their
daughter, Stacey Cornelia of
Nashville, Tenn.

Restaurant & Catering
AUGUST LUNCH SPECIALS
Tuesday
Thursday
•Pasta Salad Free,' Shrimp 83.75 'L.A. Chicken Salad
•GnIled Chicken Over Rice
'Dinosaur Wings, Bk. Pot.
W/SS
$3.50 VBSS
Wednesday
Friday
*Manicotti
*B.L.T. Salad
W/SS
113.1115 'Chicken Enchiladas
•11amburger & Fries
$3.50
102 South 6th
Tue.-Fri. II•lt
Fri. Nit. 6-9
Murray • 753-8116

Mr. and Mrs. George T. Lilly

Anniversary reception
will be held on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Lilly, 1603 Sycamore St., Murray, will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday. Aug. IS.
The couple's two daughters, Sandy Lilly McKenzie and Trudy Lilly
Gardner,- will host a reception in honor of the occasion from 2 to 4
p.m. at Murray Woman's Club House,All friends of the couple are. invited to attend. with -only out-oftown invitations having-been sent. It is requested that guests not bring
gifts.
Mr. Lilly. then Ensign, U.S.,Navy, attached to the Destroyer, USS
Lawrence, in the Pacific, and the former Lucy Anna Kummer were
married in. Sari Francisco.- Calif., with the ceremony performed by Dr.
Lewis J.`.Julianel, pastor of First Baptist Church, San Francisco.
He is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Henry.0; Lilly of Henderson.
She is the daughter of the late Oswald F. Kimmer 'of Franklin.
Since 1948, they have made their home in Murray.- Hc retired from
Murray State University as Professor and Chairman. Department ot
induttrial Education,' in 1978, after 30 years as a faculty member of
that department. She retired in 1981. completing. 23 years as Home
Economics teacher at Murray High School, after six years in that
capacity in the Calloway County System and one year at Scottsville
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Specializing in Tap,
Ballet, Pointe, Jazz
& Gymnastics

•

Boys and Girls
Ages Three through Adult
'Announcing New LADIES
Ta p &
Clammy 11.-

Make-Up
Registration

High School, Scottsville.

Tuesday, Aug. 10

Calloway Athletic Boosters to meet

CCHS Council meeting TuesdayMaking

Sat. 10-2

Hostesses will be Norma Frank
and Mary O'Day. If a person is
unable to play, please call one of
the hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Venela Sexton, Sue Callahan, Betty Stewart, Margaret Shuffett,
Tel 3 - Toni Hopson, Faira Alexander, Laverne Ryan, Shirley Jenstrom,

Tie 4 - Freda Steely, Patty Claypool, Edith Garrison, Billie Wilson:
Tee 5 - Cathryn Garrott, Rebecca
Irvan, Frances Richey, Rowena
Cullom;
Tee 6 - Betty Scott, Lula Bingham,
Dana Stonecipher, Rebecca West;
Ti. 7 - Della Miller, Sadie Fulton,
Tonja Fike, Marion Pool,
Tee 8- Mary O'Day, Billie Cohoon,
Peggy Shoemaker, Louise Lamb;
Tee 9 - Betty Jo Purdom, Norma
Frank, Diane Villanova, Louise Lamb.

Winners of play on Wednesday, Aug. 4, have been released
by Rebecca West and Rebecca
Irvan, hostesses, as follows:
First flight - Medialist and low
putts, Toni Hopson, Dana Stonecipher, runnerup;
Second flight - Betty Scott,
winner, Norma Frank, runnerup;
Third flight - Rebecca Irvan,
Ann Brown, runneup;
Fourth flight - Rebecca West.

CALENDAR
Monday. Aug.
- Calloway County Fire District 2/Fire Station at New Coneord/7 p.m.
Almo-Dester Fire District/7 p.m./Temple
Hill United Methodist Churcp.
Lodge 728 of Woodman of World/6
pm./Log Cabin Restaurant.
Single Too/7 p.m./Louses Steak House.
Inlo/Wynnona, 753-7845 or Joe.
I 527-9177.
Prepared Childbirth Clasit/7
p m./Education Unit, Munay-Calloway
County hospital.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Puppets/8 p.m.
Alcoholic Anonymous closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./Amencan Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
PAL (Purchase AIDS Link) Support
Group/7 p.m./Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
Info/I-444-2685.
Epilepsy Foundation of Western Kentucky Self-help Group/7 p.m./humeri'
classroom/Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Hardhe City Council/6 p.m./Hardin City
Hall
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley tommuiiity Center.
Coldwater Neighhbor Watch meeting/7
pm

Tuesday
- 10.30 to 11 a m
Cop - 1110 am, to 12 30 pm
MIR • 1 to 130 p.m

753-0605

Tuesday. Aug. 10
Hazel Center/open 10 am ,2 pm /for
senior citirene activities_
Alcoholics Anonymous/open meeting/8
p.m /American Legion Ila(1. South Sixth
and Maple Street.. Murray.
Alzheinser's Disease Information
meeting/4..10 pm /Murray -Calloway
County Hospital 1nfo/762- 1100 or
753- 5561.
Ruth Wilson Circle of First United
Methodist Church Wornen/10 a m to go
to Pattie's.
Westside Baptist Church events include
Baptist Women at church/7 pm
First Baptist Church events include Sharon Wells Mission Group/noon with Opal
Gilmer,
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
am 430 pm.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Planetarium Show/I1 am. I, 2 and 3
p.m /Visitor Center, Iron Industry/10.30
a.m. and I:30 p.m. and Food Preservation
depending on garden yields/Homeplace;
Deer Up. Close/10 a m., Snakes and
Turtles/1 p.m., Eagles Up Close/2 p.m
and Red Wolves/3 p.m./Nature Center.

If no answer: 753-5352
Air 903 Arcadia Circle
M u rray, KY 42071
Odium* fresaped for Mart 444/144.1w*al lwatrawrfiow
Dance wear, shoes and •oceseories available.

Yant Mani Chapman - Thrri-tor °tour
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Tuesday, Aug. 10
Calloway Comely Fiscal Court/I
p.m./office of Judge/Executive George
Weaks
Calloway County Public Library events
include Perents and Twos/9:30 cm. and
Story Hour/1030 cm.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic
Temple.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Parents Anonynsous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082
Murray TOPS Club. Kentucky 034, First
Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
THFAS/2 p.m./Annex of Calloway Coun•
ty Public Library.
Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian
Women's Club/9:30 am/home of Eva
Hale.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Eva Wall Mission Group/2 p.m.
Dexter/senior activities/9:30 a.m. Info/
Elsie Spnnger, 474-8075.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.

Bookmobile stops are listed
for week by Ginny Morgan
The Bookmobile of Calloway
County Public Library has scheduled runs on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. 10, 11
and 12.
Ginny Morgan, bookmobile
librarian, has released her schedule as follows:

it

3 - 6 p.m.

Eunice Miller - 2:30 to 3 p.m
West View • 3 to 330 p.m
Wednesday
Kid's Corner • 10 to 10:30 a.m
Karnes - 11 to 11:30 a.m.
Tucker - 11 30 a.m. to 1230 pm
Eaves - 1 to 2,p.m
Henry - 2 to 3 pm
Thursday
Gallimore - 1030 to 1130 a m.
West Hazel • 1110 am, to noon
Barb Tucker • 1230 to I pm
Nnd Norowerthy • 1:30 to 2 am
P Noteworthy • 2 30 to 330 p m

OUR BRIDAL
REGISTRY
Stephanie Wuest & Dan Foster
Rebekah Brock & Marc Duchette
Amy Bryan & Derrick Watson
Leigh Ann Furr & Dal. Barrett.
Beverly Litchfield & Kenny Roth
Alicia Nunnally & Ted Longust
Tammy Tidwell & Shane Jackson
Cindy Varner & Tim Rhodes
Amy Waldrop & Brad Maness
Robin Westerman & Chad Lee Young
Lisa Williams & Orlando Valdes
"Selections" is Murray's exclusive shop
for china,crystal,silver, pevoer,anniversary gifts. baby gifts. children's dishes
and gifts. and fine tabletop linens.

The style you want. The value

Monday-Tu•sday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appoontment Necessary. Call 759 98?!

you demand. Get it all with a
Quantum Perm', Reg. B45560. Sal. 39.99 - 81.99.
For the salon nearest you,
call 1-800-542-5585.
Pram .1444414a shosipoo. Komi"ens lolls
Long heir WWI dour woos soilsonsi
chino sob arca ettacirwa daatold,
Saturday Ample, 14

()Selections
10 a.m.4 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Dixieland Center • Chastest
753-Isis

1 111.

TREASURE HOUSE

DAILY SHIPPING
UPS &US POSTAI,
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SPORTS
Mr.0-for-35

Ditka-less
Bears lose

FROSH CATCH

Chicago's weak-hitting hurler rips
Cards at plate in Cubs' 2-1 victory

Eagles crash
coach's debut

Cardinals manager Joe Torre
By DICK BRINSTER
SS! guess he was was more upset by his offense
AP Sports Writer
than Hibbard's.
Tom Pagnozzi — say hello to
trying
to
rattle
me.
"He's the kind of pitcher you
Mr. I-for-38.
be able to hit to the opposhould
99
"The first time I batted, Pagbut we kept tyring to
field,
site
nozzi said, 'Here's Mr. 0-for...GREG HIBBARD
ball and ended up
pull
the
35,— Chicago Cubs pitcher Greg
grounding out," Torre said. "I
Hibbard recalled during the most
don't know why our hitters
improbable interview of his life.
couldn't
make the adjustment."
He was discussing his offen—Ile Cardinals did the right
(9-8) was more recepHibbard
sive prowess, something the St. thing, walking Steve to get to me,
about his pitching. He
to
talk
tive
Osborne
Louis Cardinals won't forget if but I was surprised
seven
hits in 7 2-3
allowed
they finish one game behind the threw me a strike on the first
Myers
Randy
and
innings,
Philadelphia Phillies in the ML pitch — it was right over the
in the ninth
jam
out
of
pitched
East.
plate," Hibbard said. "1 knew it
for his 35th save.
"I guess he was trying to rattle
was a hit when the bat made
"I'm more excited about my
me," Hibbard said of the St. contact.- to&y, I kept the ball
pitching
Louis catcher's third-inning
"I think Osborne should have
didnt get in trouble
down
and
was
razzing.
if
I
wasted a pitch to see
of walks," Hibbard
with
a
lot
In his third at-bat, Hibbard fol- anxious to swing at whatever he
said.
lowed a two-out intentional walk threw up there."
The Cardinals took a 1-0 lead
to Steve Lake with his first major • Osborne offered no excuses.
Bernard Gilkey led off the
when
league hit, a sixth-inning double
"I threw him a fastball inside,
on
off Donovan Osborne that gave and he hit it," Osborne said. first with a single, took third
the visiting Cubs a 2-1 victory "Those things are going to
•See Page 7
Sunday.
happen."

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Mariner pitcher struck in head
The Associated Press
By the looks of it, Brad Holman never had a chance.
In a frightening scene, the
Seattle pitcher was hit in the
forehead by a line drive Sunday
night, apparently fracturing his
sinus cavity.
Holman was awake and alert at
Arlington Memorial Hospital
after being taken off the field on

a stretcher, and Mariners spokesman Pete Vanderwarker said a
CAT scan revealed "no serious
injury." Further tests were
planned for today.
Holman, a rookie reliever, was
recalled from the minors hours
before being hit by Mario Diaz's
liner in the seventh inning of a
game Seattle lost to Texas 7-1.
His brother, Brian, also is a

Murray Express gets late start
at Southeast Regional tourney
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
For the most part, the Murray Express didn't have an enjoyable
trip to the Southeast Regional Connie Mack Tournament.
Arriving in Memphis, Tenn., at midnight Tuesday, the Express
got a wake-up call at their hotel in plenty of time to get ready for
their first game at 12:30.
However, the coaching staff got a call at 10 a.m. that the game
was moved up to 11 a.m.
Arriving at Memphis State University 20 minutes before the
game, the Express met the Louisiana state champs from Baton
Rouge. With a 20-man roster, 18 of whom signed to play college
baseball, Louisiana scored early and often posting an 11-0 win over
Murray.
The second game of last weekend's double elimination tournament didn't get much easier, as the Express met the Tennessee state
champs from Memphis and fell 4-2.
Murray scored first in the third inning when Sean Waller doubled
for the Express' only extra base hit in the tourney. Shane Schroeder
scored Waller on a fielder's choice. The lead didn't last long as
starter Jay Hemdon allowed four runs in the bottom of the third.
The Express scored one more run in the fourth when Kevin Driver singled and moved to second on a walk by Waller. Driver scored
on an errant pick-off throw to first.
Joe Alderdice and Waller finished from the mound and held
Memphis scoreless over the final 3-plus innings.
The first-year Express finished second in the state and received
an at-large bid to the Regional.

pitcher for the Mariners.
"This game means very little
when you see something like that
happen to Brad," Mariners pitcher Randy Johnson said. "It means
nothing. Fortunately he was conscious. That's the most important
thing. 1 guess he's all right.'
Holman, 25, had just begun to

STEVE PARKE Riteeger & Timm photo

A freshman wide receiver makes a grab during Saturday morning's
first workout for freshmen and walk-ons.

The Associated Press
Like his predecessor, new Chicago Bears coach Dave Weanstedt has his team playing tough.
In time, the Bears also hope to be
tough to beat.
The Bears, playing for the first
time since coach Mike Ditka was
fired following a 5-11 season,
lost their exhibition opener 13-9
Sunday night to the Philadelphia
Eagles.
"The most disturbing thing
was we had all kinds of opportunities," Wannstcdt said. "But
we made mental mistakes and
didn't capitalize."
Wannstedt was the defensive
coordinator for the Super Bowl
champion Dallas tOwboys last
season. The Bears know it will
take awhile to adjust to Wannstedes style.
"We want to be known as a
physical team," quarterback Jim
Harbaugh said. "This system's
going to look better next week
and the week after that."
Philadelphia's Vaughn Hebron
scored the only touchdown at
Veterans Stadium. He was not
drafted, and signed with the
Eagles as a free agent from Virginia Tech.
Hebron capped a nine-play
drive with a 1-yard run in the
thid quarter. Last week, he led
the Eagles in rushing with 34
yards on five carries in a loss to
New Orleans in Tokyo.
"Hebron kept all of our eyes
open," Eagles coach Rich Kotite
said. "He's got the poise of a
veteran."
• See Page 7

II See Page 7

Mize whistles by leader Zoeller
to win 1993 Buick Open Sunday
By HARRY ATKINS
AP Sports Writer
GRAND BLANC, Mich. (AP) — He
whistled a happy tune, he wore sunglasses,
he had the fans in the palm of his hand.
Yet Fuzzy Zoeller couldn't win the Buick
Open.
The affable Zoeller was in control of
everything — except his driver, his putter
and Larry Mize.
In the end, Mize turned out to be Zoeller's
biggest problem Sunday, obliterating his
4-stroke lead in the first four holes, shooting
a 4-under-par 68 and winning the tournament
by one stroke.
Mize finished with a 16-under-par 272.
Zoeller, meanwhile, finished with a 73 for
273. It left the boisterous crowd brokenhearted at Warwick Hills Golf and Country
Club.
As the two made their way around the
course, on a perfect day for golf, it was clear

that Zoeller was the man the fans were pulling for. They clapped and cheered as he
came into view and shouted encouragement
at every venue.
"You da man!" rang out over the
countryside.
There wasn't a single "attaboy" for Mize.
"I've played with Fuzzy before," Mize
said. "It doesn't bother me. In fact, I really
admire the way Fuzzy handles the crowd.
They love him and he handles them so well.
"In a way, it might even be a bonus playing with Fuzzy. I won my first tournament
playing with Fuzzy, back in Memphis (in
19/13)."
This was the fourth win for Mize, the second this year. It earned him S180,000 and
put him in good spirits heading into the season's final major — the PGA Championship,
beginning Thursday at Inverness in nearby
Toledo, Ohio. It also keeps alive his hopes
for a berth on the Ryder Cup team.

Associated Press Me photo
Fuzzy Zoeller watched Larry Mize overtake
him at the Buick Ow.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Hurricanes reload with Costa, speed
West Kentucky
Gymnastics, Inc.
‘,

f

"'Helping To Build Your Child's tuture"
We have one of the largest
training facilities in
Kentucky.

!
I

arming the Joeicaori Purchase Area for Goer IS lo;;Ore:

We Offer Classes In:
*Preschool
•Tumbkwheels
*Recreational

*Complete Dance
-Teaterlog It..,..
Warr Director el
Jackson Purchase Argo
Duet Co.

*Step Aerobics
*Pre-Teams
*Boys & Girls CompetitiveTeams

*Complete Cheerieeding

' AU New Students Will Receive
1/s Off Their Yearly Membership.
MEM mins
We specialise and encourage a prognrsslue
and positive attitude to ethanef your child's
'eV esteem and physical growth.
, -can today ke sore batonmaUsa*Hwy 121 South & Locust Grove Rd. •Murrar759-9119
•
•
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By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH — Before looking ahead to 1993, a glance back
at the not-too-distant past is
required to place Eastern college
football in itS proper historical
perspective.
Miami was dominant.
From 1983-92, Miami won
four national championships and
lost two others in bowl games,
including the joltingly one-sided
34-13 Sugar Bowl loss to Alabama last Jan. 1 that stopped the

Hurricanes' 29-game winning
streak. The Hurricanes' 107 victories match the most ever by any
program in a 10-season span.
Miami was third in the final
Associated Press poll last season,
its record seventh straight Top 3
finish. No other team has ever
done it more than five straight
years. The 'Canes can match Alabama's record of six national
titles in a 19-season- span by
being No. 1 twice more in the
next nine years.
Miami figures to be very good

D & W Auto Glass Sho
Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
I or Instdllation and Service
')1 '2 South 12th St , Murray

-••••••••1011111111011.1.04.0.-

again this year, but for the first Costa real good, real soon is
time in a long time, the Hurri- freshman wide receiver Jammi
canes aren't automatically German, the most highly publiassured a shot at the national cized athlete from Fort Myers,
title. Coach Dennis Erickson Fla., since Delon Sanders. Germust replace nine starters on man consistently runs a Sandersoffense and six off one of the like 4.3 in the 40-yard dash and
best defenses in college football , was rated as the nation's secondhistory.
best prep player last season.
While the Hurricanes still figThe biggest change is at quarterback, where Frank Costa ure to be the beast of the Big
replaces Hcisman Trophy winner East, Syracuse isn't far behind,
Gino Torretta, who had a great Boston College is rolling after an
career and an awful Sugar Bowl. 8-3-1 season and West Virginia
The player who could make • See Page 7
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Martin ignores lug nuts
to win Bud at the Glen

SPORTS

BRIEFS

WATKINS GLEN, N.Y. (AP)
- Engines occasionally blow up
and race cars run out of gas
sometimes. Soft lug nuts, however, are not supposed to lose a
race.
Mark Martin thought his racing
learn found yet another creative
way to lose Sunday, the latest
problem in a season when the
fates have seemed to conspire
against him.
The record-setting pole winner
for the Budweiser at the Glen
certainly had the fastest car all
day, leading the 90-lap,
220.5-mile race four times for a
total of 47 laps and seemingly
passing any other competitor in
thc 38-car field at will.
But twice the 34-year-old Martin found himself sitting helplessly in the pas during what should
have been routine caution-period

Calloway hosts Alumni Soccer Tuesday
Calloway County High School's boys and girls soccer teams will
be hosting Calloway Alumni Soccer Night on Tuesday at 6 p.m. at
the high school field. The evening begins at 5 p.m. with a junior
varsity boys scrimmage, followed by the girls' alumni game at 6
p.m. and the boys' alumni game at 7:30.

BS
Ise

Ojeda returns to mound
BALTIMORE (AP)- Bob Ojeda resumed his career Saturday,
pitching two innings for the Cleveland Indians against Baltimore in
his first game since a boating accident killed two teammates during
spring training.
Ojeda received a standing ovation when Fix entered in the fourth.
He gave up an unearned run in the fourth and a homer to Cal Ripken leading off the fifth. He faced eight batters, striking out one and
allowing four hits.
Ojeda sustained severe head injuries in the March 22 crash that
killed Steve Olin and Tim Crews.
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Betley wins Senior event
CONCORD, Mass.(AP)- Bob Betley shot a 3-under-par 69 for
a one-stroke victory in the $750,000 PGA Bank of Boston Senior
Classic.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) - Richard Krajicek recovered from a
shaky start to beat Michael Chang 0-6, 7-6 (7-3), 7-6 (7-5) and win
the Volvo-Los Angeles tournament.
Chang, No. 3, played at the baseline and won the first seven
games. Krajicek, No. 4, and world's 10th-ranked player, won just
two points on his first serve and was broken three times as Chang
took the first set in 33 minutes.
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•Cubs...
FROM PAGE 6

OUT eyes
ich Kotite
Disc of a

Luis Alicea:_s, hit and scored on
Gregg Jefferies' sacrifice fly.
The Cubs tied the score in the
third with a two-out rally. Rey
Sanchez and Ryne Sandberg
singled before Osborne walked
Steve Bucchcic and Sosa to force
in the tying run.

Hibbard, who had not won
since July 18, walked one.
Osborne gave up nine hits and
four walks while striking out two
in eight innings.
Myers allowed a two-out double to Whiten, and Tom Pagnozzi
reaced on an error by third baseman Steve Buechelc before pinch
hitter Ozzie Smith flied out to
end the game.
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could be the sleeper.
Syracuse is coming off consecutive 10-2 seasons and returns
its biggest weapon (quarterback
Marvin Graves) since the days of
Ernie Davis and Jim Brown.
Graves was second-ranked
nationally in passing efficiency
on an offense that twice broke the
school's single-game total
p

Imo

Good service,
good coverage,
good price-

North Elementary School
Southwest Elementary School
East Elementary School

Goodtimes Hours;
After School 2:45 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Grades K-6.

Call
759-YMCA
or
759_9699 United Way

••t•i ++++++

MicroAge

Computer Center

is celebrating their

10h Anniversary
August 9th - 13'h

to be given away
August 13.

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there

4/10

ate Fat-in
State Faim insurance Corrtoantes
Home Ottoces fiktommgron Anols

offense record.
Boston College gave coach
Tom Coughlin a new contract
after he ended a run of five
straight losing seasons. The biggest challenge confronting a team
that was 7-0-1 before losing 54-7
to Notre Dame is the schedule.
The Eagles open with Miami, and
also play at Syracuse and Notre
Dame.
1=11

gift
• certificate if
"
• Get a $25
you can win a game of Solitaire
within 10 minutes.
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AN Times CDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Dttruliteli
W
L Pet
Toronto
64 49
SIM
Eialtinxso
42 49
550
Poston
62 49
55e
Nes Vom
63 50
5611
Ostrom
56 56
SOO
C eland
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51
60
44 66
tAtaaulme
400
Neat Division
W
L Pet
C Napo
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00 SO
Kansas Citv
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57 54
S) 54
514
Seam*
S4 57
CaMornis
473
5254
47 61
Minnesota
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46 12
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Iltreday• Games
Dalton 5 Meson
Ballintsre 7 Cleveland S. 11 Innings
99,4911 ON 4. Oeklind 3
Nes Vs* I Minnows 8 i0 mantes
Calms. 2. Croups I
Weave* 5 Toronto 2
TIMIS 7. Semis 1
Mondry's Game
Ballint3re at Detroit 506 pm
Oakland al Chicago, 706 pm
Sande al Kamm ON, 735 pm
Only parries actedulsd

GS

74
I?
1114
OS
34
117.
12
13

NATIONAI.: LEAGUE
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W L
p'-,1
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43 49
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60 52
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47 64
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74 36
ad 17
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57 53
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Howson 4, San Francisco
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Cincinnati at San F rOMMCO 3 05 p
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St Low
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Colorado al Los Anemias, 935 pm
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Murray Christian Academy
ou:IeRainsdTiRegistration
Open Ho
,
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CADEM

EXAMINATION

PAY

Located in the facilities of the
Immanuel Lutheran Church
100 S. 15th Street at Main

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

I
I
16

Low Bad( Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feel

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs 630.00 or more It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

••••

Tuesday, August 10
2-4 p.m.
6-8 p.m.

Dr. D•nrils L. Heekett, D.C.
This entre examinee:ft is FREE
It you want more care and treatment
we do all the paperwork.

visit our classrooms,
meet our teachers and

Come

see our curriculum display

FREE.
01110111111111: OUR °Mt.* VIC',PROTECTS YOU 'NE PATIENT ANO ANY OTME A PE RSON OlIESPONSOLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO FIEF USE TO PAY CANCEL PAYMENT 031 SE
PIEMIKOIND FOR PAYWITFoa Dliv OTHER SENVC(S. EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT 49.410-4 IS PERFORMED AS A MUM OF AM)WITMIN 72 NOUNS or PE WOWING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERvICE EXANNATiON OR TREATMENT •

CALL for

your

Murray Christian Academy
Office Now Open
759-1321

FREE •ppointrnvis NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

$3,0
YAW!
um an

it tit

7.59-9888
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Larry Krouse Insurance
1105 N.

IBM Computer

FREE

$30
II

Goodtimes Locations;

• Register for an

That's
St
insurance-

as he remained on the ground for
several minutes. Some of the
Mariners also tried to console
Diaz, who was awarded a double.
"The one positive is that the
doctor who accompanied him to
the hospital said he was very
alert for taking such a blow,"
Mariners manager Lou Piniclla
said. "The supposition is that it's
a fractured sinus cavity."
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II Hurricanes...
FROM PAGE 6

YMCA

"We were real fortunate to
win," Martin said. "If we hadn't
had an awesome car, we would
never have won this race."
Martin came back from 25th to
lead the race after his Roush Racing crew had trouble with a
damaged lug nut on his right rear
tire on lap 53. He lost ground
again during a stop under yellow
on lap 77, falling from third to
16th.

..•••

•Mariner pitcher...
put his hands up when the line
drive struck him square, just
above his nose. The ball caromed
so hard off Holman's forehead
that it went into the first-base
dugout, and he dropped to the
ground clutching his head with
both hands.
Holman's teammates rushed
onto the field and huddled around

During

ford Stadium.
Cowboys 13, Lions 13, OT
The American Bowl in Eng49ers 27, Raiders 0
land
wound up tied when Dallas
Quarterback Steve Young,
MVP of the NFL last season, sus- kicker Lin Elliott missed three
tained a hairline fracture of his field goat tries in ovenime.
Elliott missed from 38 yards
left thumb, and it is uncertain
six
minutes into the extra session,
whether he will be ready for San
Francisco's regular-season and missed from 54 and 44 yards
in the final minute. He was
opener.
2-for-6
during the game. which
Young, who became the
league's highest-paid player last drew .43.522 fans to Wembley
month when he signed a five- Stadium.
year, S26.75 million contract. , Super Bowl quarterback Troy
was Kin early in the game when -Aikman, recovering from back
his hand hit the helmet of Los surgery, did not play for the
Angeles linebacker Aaron Cowboys (0-1-1). Hugh Millen,
acquired from New England in
Wallace.
Young said he hoped to return the offseason, played three WI:frfor the 49ers' final exhibition iers and completed 22 of 33 pasgame. But the team doctor said ses for 187, yards.
Young might not be back for the
NFL rushing leader Emmitt
opener on Sept. 5 at Pittsburgh. Smith also did not play for DalThe 49ers (2-0) won their 12th las. He is a holdout, and rookie
straight exhibition game. Jeff Derrick Lassic carried 16 times
for 35 yards.
Hostetler and Vince Evans each
threw two interceptions for the
Barry Sanders ran five times
Raiders (1-1) in the game at Stan- for Detroit and gained 17 yards.

•
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Krajicek wins Volvo tourney

System's

stops while his team strained to
take off a damaged lug nut and
get his tires changed.
In the end, however, Kyle Petty and Dale Earnhardt had the
bad luck, crashing together just
six laps from the end, allowing
Martin to drive his Ford Thunderbird through the smoke and
debris and on to his first victory
since last October.

Ditka-less...

LOUDON, N.H.(AP)- Nigel Mansell celebrated his 40th birthday by winning the New England 200 after a stirring three-car duel
with Paul Tracy and Emerson Fittipaldi.
Mansell passed Tracy in traffic on lap 197 and prevailed by
45-hundredths of a second, with Fittipaldi, Tracy's teammate. 8.8
seconds behind.
Mansell's Lola-Ford started from the pole and led the first 40
laps of the New Hampshire International Speedway, completing
200 laps at an average of 130.148 mph. His fourth victory of the
season padded his points lead to 144-119 over Fittipaldi. with Tracy third with 100.
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Houck named manager of
MCCH's business office

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross
Insurance
Agency
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'Does your family know what
funeral arrangements you want?"

Several people participated In the Aug. 2 groundbreaking ceremony for
the Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church at 15th and Sycamore
streets. A new sanctuary with a fellowship hall will be constructed. Pictured from left: Jean Willoughby, Mrs. Phillip Rogers, Moses Hegyl,
Brian Pollen, Mayor Bill Cherry, Pastor Phillip Rogers of the Ughthouse
Christian Mission, County Judge/Executive George Weeks, Louie
Hauge, Jack Duncan and Pastor Luther A. May of the Murray Seventh.
day Adventist Church.

ground

There is an easy way to make sure yOu have the exact
arrangements you want without putting a burden on your
family.
Choose the arrangements you want yourself, through the
Family Considerations program. And you can pre-pay them over
time so your family won't inherit the bill.
Come see us anytime. With Family Considerations, your
family will never have to worry about your funeral arrangements.

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Professional, knonal Dedicated Service - Mockm Facilities
753-8800
713 South Fourth St.

da71

Family CanmderaPons piano •re undonoratanb
Inaurance Company

Faro ty lAfe

Grey's Properties. They have three
sons. Travers, 21 is a senior at
Murray State. Bantu, 19, is a
sophomore at Murray State, and
Drew, 13, is a seventh grader at
Murray Middle School. The Houcks
reside on Sycamore Street.

GARY HOUCK

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Local church has informal

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York

The new Business Office manage for Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is Gary Houck. He assumes the position left vacant by the
retirement of Pearl Rutherford this
past spring.
At MCCH, Houck supervises
over 30 employees dealing with
hospital patient registration, patient
accounts, data processing, cashier,
collections, patient insurance/
Medicare/Medicaid.
Houck was employed the past 23
years with Cigna Corporation, an
insurance/financial services/healthcare company. His last position with
Cigna in Houston, Texas, was operations manager of the worker's
compensation center which included over 100 employees in five
locations tp...the• Teas, Louisiana
and Mississippi area.
Houck holds a bachelor's degree
from Murray State University and a
maw's in business administration
from Southern Illinois University.
His wife, the former Linda Allbritten of Murray, owns and operates a real estate business in Murray,

Sycamore streets and Dr. Rob
An informal groundbreaking
ceremony was held Aug. 2 at Mason donated the pews and
Murray Seventh-day Adventist other furniture for the sanctuary.
Beatrice Hughes, a graduate of
Church at 15th and Sycamore
the Mason Memorial Hospital's
streets.
School of Nursing and a lone surA new sanctuary with a fellowship hall, designed by architect vivor of the original memtvrs,
Ron Abner will be constructed. reports that the church was built
Although the membership has in 1945:
Marantha, a volunteer group of
not outgrown its sanctuary, it had
other needs that could not be met S.D.A, has members throughout
the United States, Canada and
by the present structure.
The present santuary' had for- other parts of the world, and has
merly served the Hazel area, but voted to undertake the construction of the new Murray church.
when the S.D.A. Academy in
Members of the local congreHazel closed its doors and the
gation will house those without
staff moved to take positions in
other institutions, too few mem- RVs and will feed all volunteers
arS" long as they arc here on
bers remained to maintain the
sanctuary. It was dismantled and • the project.
The project will begin Sept.
the lumber found a place in the
building of the Murray S.D.A. 12.
"Helping Hands," another volChurch. The Hazel members
unteer group of S.D.A. within the
moved their membership to
Kentucky-Tennessee Conference,
Murray.
will join Marantha in the conDrs. Will and Ora K. Mason
donated the land at 15th and struction process.

Famous Hand
Tomorrow Fteducing the risk factor,
South dealer.
move whenkelesi &diamond instead
ei OT 1111
nerable.
of a spade. Declarer won with
NORTH
dummy's queen and returned the
•A8
three ofclubs. Eastcould have settled
VAKQJ
declarer's hash then and there had
•Q2
he grabbed the ace and returned a
•KQ543
diamond. But East played low and
WEST'
EAST
declarer won with the jack as Bella•QJ 1072 •7*96 4
donna discarded the queen ofspades!
V 43
•10985
South realized he would surely
• AJ10986
•7 3
go down if he persisted with clubs,so
•—
•A 96 2
he shifted his attention to hearts,
SOUTH
cashing the A-K
. Belladonna had
•K53
to make two discards and threw a
•762
diamond and a spade.
•K 5 4
Declarer's only chance for a ninth
J1087
trick was to endplay West. AccordThe bidding:
ingly, he cashed the A-K Of spades,
South West
North East
planning to put Belladonna on lead
Pass
le
I)ble
Pass
with a third spade to force him to
1 NT
2•
3•
Pass
concede a diamond to the king.
3NT
But on the A-K of spades BellaOpening lead — ten of diamonds.
donna dropped the J-10, retaining
Here is a remarkable hand from the seven. When declarer then exthe France-Italy match in 1967. It ited with a spade, East won with the
features an example of brilliant de- nine and returned a diamond to put
fense by the Italian star, Giorgio the contract down one.
Belladonna, who sat West.
At the second table, the Italian
Belladonna,from time immemo- North-South pair also got to three
rial an aggressive bidder,opened with notrump, but when West chose the
one spade and the French North- queen of sp,ades as his opening lead,
South pair got to three notrtunp on declarer had no difficulty making
the bidding shown.
ten tricks after forcing out the ace of
Belladonna made his first good clubs.

WdlleShortening
ceBetween
IkvoPoints
about. With our new Area Calling Service. It expands your @
mt
South Central Bell Is bringing ittl a little closer to the peo lecare
local calling area so some long distance calls will rwrA be local..For more information. call 557-65(X). RusineKses call 357-6000.
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TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES

19, is a
;late. and
grader at
te Houcks
!et

Deadlines are days la advance and are as follows
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Mom* 3 p.m.
Weehteeday Edition
3 pre.
Thursday Edsuoit
—.Wednesday 3 p.a.
Friday Edition...--Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Nei it Si \II s. .... ....
Notice

010
020
025
030
040
050

Personals
Card .1 Thanks

\II 11" \I

f \

sit

SlIst111.1.ANFots

I

____Public Sal.

060

410

070 ..---Denestic• Childcsre

540........................For Trade

090
100

Situation Wanted
Rummies Opportunity

560

110

lost:rut-non

570

OFFICE HOURS: Mom-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.}

..........•_.••. Preto Column
Warded

I tv•Polt IA I
470.
Motorcycles
480.
Auto Services
485 ...............................Auto Parts
490
Used Cars
Vane
498
• .....Used Tnicks
500
$10
Beata A Motors
$30

141 P•ln
lilt

‘11

‘Varli
753- 1 - 1
6 FT blokes for viny
10.
work. Rani by Ile day
436-2701.
AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand InsINif pizza.
fresh salads, sandwiches.
gyros Open al yew at
5pm Closed Mon and
474 8119.
Tues
1-800.6.49-3804
ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and piolung Supply 753-4545

THE Dutch Maid Bakery
needs a vacation and will
EXCITING' Feel Great' dose temporarily 1st day
Lose weight' Call me find dosed August 7th So look
out how' 437-4467 or for our opening date some
753-7262
time after school starts

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
amens own at socn

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
aftilh ID Sq. Hee Road, right on sq. F4919 Rind 114 mile
0,1,4

l` (III

f•1 (

I

753-0466

ti)/4 PH(4 1 0{4C.API :Al ON

PO Box 101, Murray

America's Second

Lir

lIgluilucklittil

CANCER
INSURANCE

... Mobile Horns. For Sale

$5

For Sale Or Lease

420

Home Loans

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate
.Lake Property

320

Apartments For Rent

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Fanns For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

No age brnet to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chernother
apy For free inform.
Don call

EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mad Start now.
no imminence. free supplies. free information, no
obligation Send SASE to
Hi-Lo. PO Box 3648B6,
San Angelo, Terse 76902

FOOD
SERVICE
WORKER Murray Stale
University is now hiring two
pan-time. temporary. onJerry McConnell
ce.food service workers to
*CNICCYFiws-trkteded be,
-- Insurance
so in the catering area
753-4199
Prior food experience a
'km local cition itervica'
required Salary. $500 per
hour Apply at Human Re
FREE Degrease. Of Aqui- sources. 4th Floor. Sparks
laun with purchase Try-it Hall, Murray State Unfair
Heavy Duty Cleaner De- tidy. Murray, KY 42071
greaser and Kettle Clean- MSU does not discriminate
ers Sale Carolyn Ka- on the bass of race, color,
local national origin, sex. relig
minski.
BOO- 738 5708
ion, marital status age Of
REDUCE Bum off fat While disability in employment or
you sleep Take OPAL the provision of services.
available Holland Drug, educational programs and
109 So 4th SL Murray. Ky activities, and provides.
upon request, reasonable
accommodation including
auxiliary aids and services
necessary to afford indivi
duals with disabilities an
equal opportunity to patio
FOUND Small brown
white female dog in Shiloh pate in all program and
area 753 9918 after &cavities For information
non regarding
5 30pm
discrimination policies contact the Office of Equal
Opportunity. (502)
762-3155
Ladies blue wallet
INSURANCE position Part
time secretary Must meet
Tuesday in Kroger
public well and have good
parking lot Please
skills in typing, accounting
personal
return
and filing PO Box 596,
items, no questions
Murray. Ky 42071

Homes For Sale

NUM IlltNIUsl:
. Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To 90y
Artacloi For Sale
Appliances
Maras Furruslungs
Antique*
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machine*
Desvy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical

$5.00 Column loch
Display Ada
401 Menem Ind Irk
Oft DIONPINAI 3rill Rea
(All 3 Ade Nast Run Walla 11 Day Ported
$I TS per salsas will =MI to Ttetiolay t3atep
ping Guide).

Reader Ads:
25e per word $500 minimum lit
day. Si per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper Tue. Clasaifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad alter
deadline

&MOUS

T.V a Radio
Pets• Suppliee

113

Ns

270

Appliances

asked. Call 4892162 or 753-9988
and leave message
on machine.

LOCAL established bus'
nese needs plumber with 3
years or more experience
Full time employment and
fringe benefits Send resume to PO Box 1040 0.
Murray. KY 42071
MAINTENANCE men
needed Includes painting
roofing and carpenter Must
be hard working energetic,
dependable and able to
work without supervisor
Must have own transporta
bon Leave name address
and phone at 7513018

HALEY'S AUTO

SALES
Cars. Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

REGISTERED NURSES
The Purchase District Health Department seeks
applicants"for registered nurse vacancies in its clinical
settings. A register-of applicantsis being established to
fill a current vacancy in Calloway County as well as
upcoming vacancies in other counties. Full-time
applicants preferred, but part-time will be considered.
Contact Sharon Coder, R.N., Nursing Director, Purchase District Health Department at (502) 247-1490 or
(502)444-9625. Transcripts and completed application
required. Applications may be picked up at any local
health center, or the Purchase District Administrative
Office, 320 North 7th Street, Mayfield.
Equal Opportunity Employer

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Looking for an aggressive Individual
with an advertising and sales background.
Candidate must possess strong communication skills with experience in advertising
design layout and production College
degree in Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred.
Salary plus commission, exceNent company benefits. EOE. Send resume to Box
1040A. Murray. KY 42071

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due 103 disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies,
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
ore, Murray, KY
905 Sy

7534199

WENDY'S now hiring for
day Ines/eft Must be able
w••8•nds
,
to work
Cashiers 8 prep people
Apply at More daily Ask for
manager Chestnut Street
Murray
WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security,
maintenance, etc No mop
necessary Now hiring For
call
into
more
219 794-0010 ext 7159.
Sam 8pm. 7 days

AFTERNOON cook 8 waitress wanted Experience
necessary Apply in person
at Granny's Restaurant,
1006 Chestnut
ASSEMBLERS Excellent
income to assemble products at home Into
1-504-646-1700 DEPT
KY-2021

Brittficnfen
of Benton

PAPA John's Pizza a now
hiring delivery drivers Minimum wage plus bps 8 corn
mission Flexible hours
_ ull_a_part tame lobs Oval
able. Apply in person
Chestnut St

R.N. Supervisor
position available.
Weekend shift,
6 a.m.-2 p.m.
Competitive salary. Must have
leadership qualifies and current
Kentucky license.
Apply in person
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-3
p.m. or call for
appointment.

Domestic
II Childcare
ABSOLUTELY Clean' Ex
peritinced dependable
cleaning service Home or
office References Call
436-2569
CLEANING house Is my
business Reliable and ex
pranced. references Call
Linda 7599553

527-3296.
E Of.
ATTENTION Murray
POSTAL JOBS Start
$11 41/hr plus benefits For
application 8 into, call
1-(216)-233-9078 7em to
lOpm 7 days.
AVON sales Be happy
Earn $8$10hr Pert
no inventory investment
Free samples, product, kit,
Paining 1-800-690-AVON

DRIVERS NEEDED Both
expenenced
inexper•
snood FREE TRAINING
for inemperenzied drivers if
you welly Call today for
future
your
800-877 8180

Small church to.
be moved.
753-0835
753-0444

INSULATION for cathedral
ceding 5 vented styro
loam, glued to fiberboard
decking 4'x8'sections. $30
each Only 21 left Nails
and smaller pieces in
duded Cal 436 2391 after
5pm or weekends

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns 8 luxe
dos Ruth's See and Sew.
Country Square. 1608 N
121. Murray 753-6981
EXPERIENCED seams
tress speasikats in pagent
dresses but will do other
sewing lobs and will do
professional designs Also
commercial sewing ma
chine for sale Call
753 6235
HIRE ME Don't miss this
opportunity to hire a hard
working. loyal employee
Recent college graduate,
BS, BUS, ADMIN Position
location and salary nego0
able Ready to start making
a contribution Call
901 885 0602
SEWING lobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061
tin
Computers

To Buy

JOHN Deere riding mower,
8hp. 30'cut, excellent condition, $850 obo Call
7599311 alter 6pm
JUST Arrived' New shipment of 16' 8 16 5' Blom
light truck ores All tread
patterns $65/ea Plus till
Mounted, balanced & put
on Warehouse Tire 400
Industrial Rd 753 1111
JUST arrtvedl Shipment of
XP2000 General W L 1st
line ores at. low, low price
175 70 13 $45 Warehouse Tire 400 Industrial
Murray, Ky.
Road
753-1111
AAETAL for farm 8 commercial buildings Galvanized,
GaNalume. and painted in
01 and 82 grade Choice of
10 colors Cal 489-2722 or
489-2724 for prices
MOVING' Kitchen table 8 4
chairs $35,IBM PC computer with HD 8 RGB monitor
$100, stereo system with
JVC turn table. Onkyo cassette tape deck 8 receiver
$100 Call 753-4374
SNAPPER self propelled.
35hp mower. $195 Push
mower. $40 28 Schwin
Bicycle,$65 Day 753-1953
or night 753 0870
TROY Built wood chipper,
used 3 limes Cash regis
ter, used 3 years, like new
Call 753-1861

Ward

ANTIQUES by tie piece or USED student desks. $30
collections Call 753-9433 Cash 8 carry Twin Lake
Office Products 753-0123
after 5pm
CASH paid for good, used
nibs, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
FRONT end loader for a
Ford 2000 tractor and good
used carpeting 753 4109
GOOD used
345-2659

NNW
Noose Fer Sale

lioblis
Name For Sale

canoe

1990 14x52 CLAYTON 2br
HOT Summer Sizzling central hia, very good con
Sale Volunteer Homes, dition
435-4550
Inc 'Home of the Unbeat 435-4186
able Deal" .295 1985 2br
only $500 down, $156 per 1988 16x80 MOBILE
month 8235 14x70 only home 2br, 2 bath central
Ws Sell for pay off
$9995 $275 16x80
10% down, extra neat, 759-4065
2x6 SOLID wood frame 8175 per month 11291 Nice
bunk bed, good condition 2br. only $4995 11299
280
436 2012
Noble
Repo' 14000 3br. only $500
Homes For Rent
3PC living room suite, port- down, $189 per month
able dishwasher, 2 console #294 Big 28x70 doutaw- SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
ide. only $26,995. 10% electric or gas
TVs 436 2463
Walking dis
down and $275 per month
MATCHING maple bed, /683 New 3tir. 2 bath, tance to college 753 5209
290
desk and 2 chests
shingle roof 8 vinyl siding.
753 7269
Heating
$15.995. 10% down and
And Cooling
We Want
QUEEN size bed and $165 per month
matching armoire. solid . Your Business' Highway NEW condition TA ton
wood, like new Message 79 East, Pans, Tennessee Trane heat 8 air unit WA
38242
753 2488
accept bids 753-1300. atter 7pm 489 2116
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile WINDOW ac repair Free
home electric services 200 estimates 436 2904
Antiques
amp $375 100 amp $325
PIE sale $200 walnut 435-4027
blanket chest $250
k1989 CHAMPION 14x80
753 7517
31x. 2full baths,central ha.
underpinning included
FOR Rent Business Retail
753-5117 after 5pm
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 7536612
1985 INTERNATIONAL
Semi 400 Cummins,
$15,500 1983 Ford F.600
diesel with feed bulk body.
$7500 1979 Ford F-600
with teed bulk body.$1500
1976 Ford F 500 with molasses tank 8 pump,$1500
1986 Ford F-700 with van
Murniset allouos (aunty Hospital a leader in
body, $7500 2 ton grain
providing quality healthcare in Western
truck with hoists, $850
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee announces
Cann be seen at the old
the Ii?Routing/oh openings
Maysweet Feed Mill Call
- Buckman
Feeds
REGISTERED NURSES
1 800 965 3333
Progressive pare and Critical Care
Ftill-time, 12 hour shifts
210
7 am -7 pm or 7 pm -lam
WHIRLPOOL gas dryer. 5
cycles 3 temperatures
753 6527

11111031111W

FROST-Free refrigerator
deep freeze gas I& electric
stove, washer & dryer
354-8528
WHIRLPOOL washer 8
dryer. $200 759-1807 or
474-8325

Obsietncs 3-11. 11-7. 7 pm -7 am
Sign on Bonus for Expenence

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

For details contact:
I vii Ryan. K N
Nurse Recruiter
(5112) 762-1319
ANTIQUE upright piano
good condition 753-5297
day or night

I mid...re

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk. 753-9600
210
Miscellaneous
KENLAKE State Parks Hot
August Blues Festival
Sunday. August 29 Ticket
information 800-325-0143
2cI)
Business
Services
K T 1 and Associates offer
wig a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753-3868 or 436 6099
270

CLOSE out on aN 1993
models New 19945 are
arming!' Al of our new
homes are quality built,
energy efficient See the
housing leader, Dinkins
Mobile Homes Inc . Hwy
79E,
Paris.
TN
1-800-642 4891

MURRAY
CALLCMAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

140:1 Poplar Street • Murray.Keeituiky.

PIANO Lessons, Lynn
Grove 435 4573

Mobile
Homes For Sale
Appliances

Surgery. Pan-time. days

Firewood

421171

1111111111111E1
Murray-Calloway Counrv Hospital LI leader in
providing quotas', healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee annotini
the following Job openings
SOCIAL WORKER/DISCHARGE PLANNER
Full time position Applicant must possess a
Bachelors degree in Social Work and a Kentucky
license to practice A Master's degree is preferred
PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT Full time
position Must be a graduate of an accredited 2
year Physical Therapy Assistant CUITICUIUT and
possess a Kentucky License
For details contact:
1.,trie.,nnel lieu!
(502)762-1106
I

.

KI

.....

roplat

MURRAY
CALLOVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Ntreel • Murray. Kentucky 42071

JUNK air conditioners, will
Pd. up 436-2904
STANDING timber top dollar pad 753-9808

CAR stereo onstalfer. ex-penance required Send resume to PO Box 48, Murray, Ky 42071
DO you need • GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 Situ
21 that are not lull tams tugh
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00pm
We we an EOE This prowl a funded by tie Western Kentudiy Private InClustry Councd-JTPA

BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating. inc We haul top
sod, gravel, fill dirt, white
rodi, np rap 759-1828

WILL do home health per
sonal care Nights only
Call after 6pm or leave
message 753 4590

US POSTAL 8 GOVERN
MENT JOBS $23/hr plus
benefits Now hiring
1-800- 200 8760 24 hours

WANTED: dancers and
%votresses for Foxy Lady
Club. Paris, TN No experience neccessary Phone
Charlie or Jeri at
901-642-7683

1984 XR250 motorcycle
1963 2dr Impala body
1992 Rear tine tiller, 10
hours use 474 8726 days
after 5 30pm 474 2021

No Friday night or
Saturday phone calls

COMPAQ 486/25/120HD
Super VGA monitor, has
tape back up unit Epsom
FX1170 pnnter Pnnt shop
deluxe microsoft office
Like new, still in boxes
753-4023 or 753-7441

WANTED barmaids, wad
resses 8 dancers, $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe, Paris, Tn
901-642-4297 7pm-2am

WANT to buy 1987 90
Blazer, good condoon, prefer black Cal 753 8393
alter 5pm

NURSE will sit with elderly
Monday Situ Friday during
the day 354 9232

PART time music director
for Murray area church Direct handbell choir and
children's choir E spot,
ence is not necessary, but
preferred Salary $3600 for
nine months Send resume
to PO Box 1040 F, Murray,
KY 42071

VACATION Dream Cash
Earn at home $200 to $500
weekly stuffing envelopes
For information Send
SASE to Vaction Dream
Cash,PO Box 224. McKenzie, TN 38201

TWO seater go can Please
call after 5pm 7591958

19" SONY color h port
able excellent condition.
$250 489-2442

070

LOST

C1141110:21=1.
Locations Coast to Coast

•

270

120..
130
140 .
150
155
160
165
170
ISO
196
200
210
220
240
260

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

1

West Kentucky Allied
Service Weathenzalion -Service is to enable low-income farmlies to have more
comfortable and ecohousing.
nomical
--Funds are now available for this service at
no cost. The local
office is located in the
George Weaks Community Center, 607
Poplar.
For more information
call 753-0908.
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230
2•Sarseimilins 280
Mobile Home. For Rent
250 .....---.11•Masea Berme.
266
Mobil* Home Lots For Rant
290 .--Heallias And Conhni
530
...
Offered
Butanes* Rentals
300

020

'K

1.

t tie

Lost• Found

Advertisers are requested to check the
find insertion of their sailor say error
Th. Murray Ledger A Thum will be
respoosible for only one incornoct Insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916

\lust I

Farm Equipment
190
370.-----.Livestork A Supplies
390.-----.... Poultry • Supplies
..Produce
400 ...---... .

ADALISDIENTS

'\

9

9, 1993

• A BALLET
CLASS
with
Nancy z14rnay
Pictured: Jobe Classabon

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

New Beginner Ballet! for Children ages 8-10 with
no previous training.

Master Card

Beginner Ballet II tar Children ages 9-11 with
previous training.
Advanced-Interniediate Ballet• Beginner Pointe
- Limited openings...by audition only For ars 12
and up with at least two years previous training_
Pre-regbarellini le peeves at SidelLiris•Lids
Ceideratime Basil was August Mb
Slap by ter lateresetlea.

Call Us Today!

753-1916
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Now Ow

DOS UT
AFFEMIIION
Dog Grooming
Al Breeds, Al SIMS
Soultaids Shopping Or

75,4768
HAVE an obedient, sale
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for Over
12yrs 43621558
SHIH-TZU puppies, 6 wks
old, AKC registered, show
dog pedigree. great pet
$200 759-4100

FARM house in country.
2br Must have good heat
source No more than
$300 Have pets and infant
Call 436-2048
CANNING tomatoes
Sit:I/bushel, purple hull
pees & peppers 753-8848
Apartments
before Opm
For Reed
TREE ripe yellow Free
1, 2. 3BR apts. furnished, Stone peaches Improved
very nice, some with Elberta now. Crest haven
washer & dryer. new MSU on 8/13 $14/bushel Take
No pea Also room for rent. 94W out of Murray, go
753-1252 days 753-0606 through Tn City VA mites,
turn right on Hwy 83,go 1'4
after 5prn
peaches
113R furnished sot water & miles Watch kir
signs Hoyt F Adams
garbage included, near
MSU campus Available 382-2360
August 9 $175imo plus
St 75 deposit No pets Call
753-9677 afar dtpm
I OR 2br apes near downtown Murray 753-4109
EFFICIENCY apt,$175/mo
plus deposit. Near university. appliances, references
753-4181,
needed
489-2181

COPELAND'S
ORCHARD
Mayfield
Now Picking Red Haven
Peaches, Apples

623-8312
.130

Real
Estate
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for 10 COUNTRY acres, ma1, 2 and 3br apartments
ture trees, hills, Buchanan,
Phone 759-4984 Equal TN, $7503 901-232-8661
Housing Opportunity
KOPPERUD Realty has
NOW taking applications buyers waiting to purchase
for Section 8 low rent hous homes-all price ranges If
mg Apply in person at you are thinking of sellingSouthside Manor, 906 contact one of our courteBroad St Extended. be- ous and professional
tween 8a m 12noon No agents at 753 1222 or stop
phone calls please Equal by office at 711 Main St
Housing Opportunity
QUAIL Run new subdiviTAKING applications for sion located (2) miles south
section 8 rent subsidized of Murray No city taxes but
apartments_ 1, 2 & 3 bed- has Sewer, water, cable,
rooms, handicap accessi- paved streets and underble Equal Housing Oppor- ground electricity Prices
tunity Apply Hilklate Apts. range from $9900 to
Hardin, Ky or call $16,000 Call Kopperud
502-437-4113
Realty 753-1222 for plat
and restrictions Signs not
330
on all lots MISS 5020
Roods
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Far Rent
Bob Pernn, Paul Dailey
NEAR MSU, kitchen. living Bel -Air
Center
room, privileges, utilities 5 0 2 - 7 5 3 -SOLD,
furnished Coleman RE 1-800-369-5780
753-9898
ROBERTS Realty Calloway County's oldest and
most reliable reel estate
agency For al your real
estate needs cell them to2BR. I bath, nice brick day at 753-16511 Sycahouse with carport & ap- more and 12th St
pliances No pets Lease,
deposit & references re$375/mo
quired
753-7210
28R new MSU with stove,
refrigerator, air conditioner
& ceiling fans, laid hookup.
Lease, security deposit &
references required No
•
pets 753-1059

2 ACRES wooded, partially
cleared 753-0142

BUILDING lots in subdivision with limited restncbons
(no mobile homes) Some
Southwest School
2 or 38R house near uni- =
. natural gas. city
versity, appliances furn- water, cablevision 3 3
ished $350/rtio plus depo- mites from city limits Fisit References needed nancing available. Lots as
753-4181, 489-2181
low as $4500 753-5841 or
38R, 1 bath brick with car- 753-1566
port $520/mo. Lease & deposit required Available
August 9 762-4483
Sem-4pm

BY owner Beautiful
wooded lot, almost one
acre, Farvsew Acres four
miles East Old Salem
FOR rent or sale 2br, Road Call 753-4423 after
7prn
central hilt 5 miles from
Murray 753-8943 or IN Gatesborough
753-0858
90411220 Cal 753-9662,
753-7249

SPRING Creek Oaks Subdivision, Lot 812, wooded.
14311 road frontage,
SMALL 6 room house on
$25,000 753-5133 after
shady lot, 1 bath, new vinyl
siding, storm windows 5Pm
North of North Elementary
4;0
School 753-8164 after
Farms
6Pm
For Sale
35f1

For Red
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 7594061

UP to 225 acres at Coldwater 753-1300 after 7pm
489-2116
460
Homes
For Sao

3-48R, 2 bath ranch, in
quiet neighborhood. near
city schools, great room
with fireplace, large family
style kitchen. new* decorated. al appliances included. neatly landscaped.
livestock
freshly panted exterior, 2
& Staples
Cat garage, $87,900 Cal
16FT gooseneck horse/ for appointment 750-1850
stock Wailer Priced very or dnve by 1615 Magnolia
reasonable Call after Dr
4 30pm to lOpm 354-6706
3BR, 2 bath bnck, 1380sq
ft. Nrs okl, S72,000 Phone
for apparienent 753-3293
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units evadable 753-2905 for more
informaeon

NEARING Completion
AKC Cocker Spaniel pup- 3br. 2 bath home with doupies. 6 wails old. 1 at ble prep, aseiedral codrigs. ceding fans, curved
Gatos, housebrolien,
cOlOr. lova* good with windows, bey window in
dining, brick patio and
kids 345-2659
more Appor 2000sq ft
AKC regleared ROnweller under roof 2102 Carol
for
puppy
sale 435 4602 Drive (Preston Heights
PEGS Deg Grooming Subdivieson) ONered by
bidder muse
783 2915

-

'•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

PWOFESSIONAL office
spikee tor Maw,on or about
08/23093, (formerly IfT0
Realty). approx 320014/11.
with 4 prwsea elan. 9
personal Office areas.
reception/work station,
wading area in high-traffic
shopping censer new LISU
campus. Murray. Ky Fully
carpeted, 2 bath, employee lounge Olympic
Plaza Shopping Censer includes Dollar General
Store, 3 restaurants, pharmacy, retad & professional
offices 506 N 12th St, lAaray 753-9469

•

38R, 2 bath bnck ranch m
Coldwater, 2 ow aesched
gongs large lot, out building 4892546

1902 CJUAki:10 RS, whits.
p/s, pt, air", cd. limed windows. 25,XXX miles
7594666

FRESH on the Market
Quality WWI home nestled
in meats wooded area
Horne features spepous
Wing with large den or
game room Boat launch
access evadable Pnoed in
the $50's Professional
Reel Estate 759-1591

MUST sell! 1996 Mercury
Lynx. one owner, m good
condition 753-6887 or
759-9974

IMMEDIATE possession
3br. 2 beet with fenced yard
in southwest area
753-7236.
MARTIN Heights ranch
brick home available 3br. 2
bath, open family. dining/
kitchen wee front porch,
pale 2 car garage, landscaped 759-1604
NICE 3br home, full basement in a super location
Minutes from town Home
is vinyl sided & has gas
heat Priced in the $30's
Professional Real Estate
759-1591
(170
Motorcycle;
1983 YAMAHA IT 175,
$400 obo Call 753-2252
1989 HONDA VTR 250
Sport bike, low mileage,
sharp 753-5718

WHITE 1969 Olds Cutlass
Convertible, about 75% restored, most pats to complete restoration included,
$5500 437-4845 leave
message if no answer
WHY ship your car stereo
for repair Barry can fix it at
'A price in 1 day World of
Sound. 222 So 12th
753-5865

1987 CHEVROLET SIO,
white, extended cab, air.
auto. pt. p/s, $6500 Cal
753-7353 altar 5pm
1489 DODGE Dakota, 39
live. V6, long bed, Sap
manual w/OD, p/b, pis, air,
am/fm stereo Call
753-9624
1990 NISSAN 4 wheel
drive. white wturgundy intenor, Sap, air, arnitm cassette, chrome package,
143,XXX miles. $6500 firm
436-2299, 436-5051

1989 YAMAHA ZMAX,
6XXX miles, excellent condition 753-3343

1992 CHEVY Scottsdale,
5sp, short wheel base, pis,
pt, tilt cruise, arnani cassette Must sell Call
753-4838

DISCOUNT parts, dependable service for all brands
MOTORCYCLE PARTS &
SERVICE, north of Murray
on Coles Campground Rd
Open weekdays 4pm-6pm,
Sat 10am-3pm

DAKOTA, 1992, 22K miles,
V6, Sap, bed liner, $9100.
Camaro Z 28 (HO) 1984,
silver, 83K miles, one
owner, mint, $5700 obo
901-247-5567.

HARLEY-Davidson, 1981
FLT. 32.XXX miles
753-6533

5113

Campers
1975 HOLIDAY Rambler
30ft, good condition Cal
after 5prn 474-8808

USED outboard pens for CARPORTS for cws and
Mercury. Jolwison & Evvs- Pucks Special sizes for
rude motors Rebuilt OMC motor horns, boats, RVs
Wet ea Excellent proemmotors 901 642 6569
lico. high quality. excellent
value Roy Hi 759-4664
Unless
CARROLL'S' Gwden tillaltered
ing, grader bade work,
trim- bustthogigirc lots Phone
1 A A-1 Hauling. triw/
ming. tree removal, dean- Gerald Carroll (502)
wig out sheds. attics. & odd 492-8622
jobs. Free estimates C ID HOME Repairs Call
436-2102 Luke Lamb
753 9669
Al lA al around mowing & CHIM Chem Chimney
tee Inmening & light haul- Sweeps has 10% senior
ing Call 436-2528 ask for cozen discounts We id
Mirk
chimney caps and screens
Al, AL'S hauling. yard 435-4191
work, tree removal. mow COUNTERTOPS, custom
ing Free estimates Homes, trailers, offices
759-1683
Wulffs Recovery, Murray
Al TREE Service Slump 436-5560
removal and spraying Free CUNNINGHAM'S Healing
estimates 753-0906 alter and Cooling Service Com5pin, 7599816, 753-0495 plete installation and serALPHA Builders - Carpen- vice Call Gary at
try. remodeling, porches, 759-4754
roofing, concrete, drive- CUSTOM bulk:Ivry and
ways. painting. mainte- beckhoe work, spec sysnano*, etc Free estimates tems. 354-8161 Mier 4pm
4892303
DRYWALL, brushing reANTIQUE refinishing, fur- pairs, additions and- owniture repair & custom ing ceilings 753-4761
woodworking 753-8056
EXPERIENCED drywall
APPLIANCE REPAIRS finishing new construction
Factory trained by 3 mayor additions, blown ceilings
manufacturers All work 436-2060
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance FOR all your fencing
needs Best prices in town
Works, 753-2455
753-9270
•
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse GENERAL Repot plumbWhirlpool 30+ years ex- ing, roofing, tree work
perience
BOBBY 436-2642
HOPPER, 436-5848
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, paintERViCE
BACKHOE
BRENT ALLEAkepec tank ing Free estimates 18
installation, repair. replace- years experience Local references 436-2701
ment 759-1515
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hailing, foundations,
etc 759 4664

m000rs mayor repair
Pick up and delivery
753-5068

SHEETROCK brushing,
P & $ Trucleng Hauling
Gravel, said. dirt We build textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-4742
driveways Al types land
MUFFLERS, brakes, wiping Residential or SUREWAY Tree & Slump
shocks, oil, filler, lube business Mayfield KY Removal Insured ewei full
Guaranteed Ron Green, 502-345-2507
lino of equipment Free esRIG Exhaust. 514$ 12th RICK'S Roofing All types timates Day or night.
St 753-8868
of roots and repairs Tor- 753-5484
MULCH, pock up loads chon modified and rubber THE Goner Co Seamless
for mobile homes 17 yews skanwium gutters, variety
Murray 4365680
experience, guaranteed
000 pbs. minor revers work Free estimates of colors Licensed ensured Estimate available
References evadable Free phone 502-4374559
7594690
estimates Call Reid
ROCKY COLSON Home
759-9689
TIM'S Repair Service offerRepair Roofing siding.
PAINT114G, remodeling. in- painting, plumbing con- ing same day service on all
tenor, exterior Building crete Free estimates Cal lawn & garden equipment,
kerosene healers, automodecks, fences, driveway 474-2307
bile minor repairs Most ',sealed 474-8855
pairs at your home
15
VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR
PAINTING, exterior, mar
Wood VCR Service Center. years experience
ior Call Charlie Rains cleaning- servicing $15, 753-5299
753-5754
most weirs $35 Free esti- WINDOW & door roper
PLUMBING repairman with mates Route 1, Almo
Repair. re-screen re-glaze
same day service Call Open 0-12. 15. Mon -Fn , aluminum or wood 20yrs
753-0530
436-5255
experience 753 2330
prompt service

Attention
Classified Advertisers!

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

V

HANDYMAN wide plumbing, electrical, carpentry
and general repair
753-0596

JAMES Duncan & Son
Building Contractors Experienced builders of
1982 JAYCO pop up camhouses, garages & storage
1965 CHEVROLET Bis
per, sleeps 6, excellent
your build
cayne,32,600 actual miles
condition, used very kale, BRYON'S LAWN SER- buildings Ford
Ecyl, 4dr New mint condi- $1500 437-4845 leave VICE Free estimates ing & remodeling needs
Ca'' 474 2318 Dr 474 82cI7
tion Drive anywhere
message if no answer
753-4591
$1700 obo 753-6726
K B ASSOCIATES Gen1989 24' WINNEBAGO
WEDEL LAND
1977 OLDS Delta 88,$600
eral construcbon, remodelLee Sharo motor home,
IMPROVEMENT
492-8595
ing, garages, decks, patios,
13,XXX miles, 4 cyl, auto.
Form,ngton KY
interior trim 753-0834
front
$22,000
wd.
1984 BMW 3181. 2dr, sun
Dirt Construction for
roof, extra dean. $4400 436-2593
KITCHEN CABINET REobo Call 753-6885
COVERY wasting doors &
• Broiler House Pods
frames with woodgran for• Fish Ponds
1986 PLYMOUTH Reliant
mica. WI colors Free esb
•
Terraces
K, $1500 492-8548
mates Wulff's Recovery
• Drainage
Murray 436-5560
1991 MERCURY Cougar 1975 STUEY 16tt bass
• Bulking Sie Pieparatior
LS, midnight blue, loaded, boat, trolling mount & new
aumeni t OCOJOCY
LAWN mowing service Inalarm, extra clean, interior, no motor, Sailer,
sured Coleman Benefiel
$11.500 328-8944
CALI TODAY to( bid!
$1000 4.36-2593
phone 759-4564
Lynn Wedel
CAR Stereo Installation 1988 LASER with 150 Mag
LEE'S CARPET CLEAN345-2057
753-0113. Sunset Boule- motor 759-1084 after 5pm
ING Carpets, furniture
vard Music. Murray's AlFree estimates 753-5827
pon1991
GRUAAAN
20f1
pine Car Audio Specialist.
CARPET and vinyl installaF
T
IA
40hp
toon
boat
0
Dixieland Center, 1 block
tion and repairs Glen Bob- LICENSED for electric and
Evinrude motor & trailer,
gas 753-7203
from MSU dorms
ber, 759-1247
$6500 436-2593
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran753-1134 or
teed
436-5832

YARD
SALE
SEASON

'7.50

Monday Edition ............
.................---Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
--..-..---Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
....... Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

the

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

Dial-A-Service
DIAL - 753-1916

cAlliinere Vectric
•

Murray-Calloway
C

762-1100
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

ALP: A BUILDERS
489-2303

Ai> K.T.I. 8 Associates
Bel-Ak Center, Murray

502 763-3111111

Call for an appointment

753-2962
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DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:

TUESDAY,AUGUST 10,1993
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
CUSTON KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOSI WOOMORKING
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE to assist you with orders, funds or
AN Typos Of:
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: credit.
Custom Woodworking
VIRG()(Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
You will find new, high-quality proTwo year old, 3 BR, 2 bath brick in SouthYour
flair for getting things done
Tbe
public's
attijects
to
promote.
breakwest Villa, walk-in closets, octagon
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
tude toward your efforts is most quickly helps you handle unexpectfast room overlooking deck, 19' octogan
• Drop by and see our showroom
favorable. Count on your working ed developments. Even so. stick to
courtyard, newly landacaped.
environment
to-change for-the-bet--- proven-methods-and -remember your-‘
IURRA V tElowid Bunny 'Wad)
4°:
'SUN6
Call 753-4873 after 5:30 p.m.
rs3 SW
ill .
'ter. A small business offers you allies' needs. Learn more about
for appointment.
.
•
CAV....c.110101b........4k
lliii.hi greater opportunities for advance- holistic medicine.
•'41aa
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
ment than a large corporation. Put
your best foot forward. A coveted Guard against overreacting to presleadership position could be offered sures to perform. Seek peaceful surto you early in 1994. Reach out to a roundings if you must work on proformer ally: the two of you will jeers that require Intense concentralion. Socializing in a large group
make an invincible team.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON holds special appeal.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE: singer Jimmy Dean,
Ism.
You Can Advertise Here For
actress Rosanna Arquette, singer People read you right and are
65.00 per week -(13 week minimum)
Eddie Fisher. fashion designer Betsy impressed by your presentation.
Keep up your valiant efforts at
Johnson.
ARIES (March 2I-April 19): work. A trip that you plan today will
Your social life may lack pizzazz bring sweet dreams tonight.
now. Focus on getting better orga- Romance looks rosy.
(Clip This Ad And Says For A Handy Rotenone*
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
nized at work and home. Healthrelated activities are favored. Love 21): Be discreet about your personal
reaches a feverish pitch this relationships when talking with
ELE C TRocAL. cownwcrons
business people. Just because someevening. Cool down.
Commercial & Residential • Licensed & Insured
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): h one gives you a fat check does not
James C. Gellimore, Owner
is nice to be important - but it is mean he has to know everything
• .1 Aucholb6so I nAlOaten
'
HOUE
S Ial.
nst
.,.,..-....,, S1A AR
also important to be nice. A positive going on in your life.
~re A‘Aomatao.
808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
attitude will keep projects stable and
your honor bright. Romance could 191: A desire for immediate gratifibe a guessing game.
cation may be hampering your
753-7050
For All
GEMINI (May 2 I -June 20): efforts to succeed. Ignore any critiKen & Karen
Someone may be less responsive to rism you hear from an envious cornAndrus
ounty Hospital
Y
nour
, „;
ybur needs than you expected. Three petitor. A candid talk with your
1 Oraslat
.-..02.
- patience, politeness and per- mate will smooth things out.
)
.4
/
• A. IDI0i
; .... (0
Needs...
STUDIO
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
severance-will carry you through.
You could receive money from an
Romance catches fire tonight.
...
CANCER (June 21-July 22): A unexpected source today. Show
S & S Environmental
go-getter approach will put a timel) appreciation for a special favor. This
Maintenance Contractors
purchase or agreement in our IS no time to act wishy-washy about
Septic Teaks, Sewers & Realing
Specializing In Underground Storage Tank
hands. Acting swiftly to cooperate a parent-child problem.
Call Us Anytime
Removal and Excavating Services.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March- 20):
with your co-otters makes you an
Adopt a lower profile and give a coinstant winner.
Murray, Ky. • 753-6337 or 489-2240
759-4685
worker your full support. You will
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A highly productive day lies ahead. impmve your chances for success by
Recently adopted procedures start to keeping quiet. A child brings 4t a legitiMalc gnpe. Offer a sympathetic ear.
show
good rr‘ults. Others are willing
Remodeling. garages, decks, porches, concrete
ii",_,
-4*
,.,
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance.
!"
/ ‘:4 • MI TYP1All ktRE/fus• Serviel1 .
•
TODAY'S C'HILDRIEN are a I m. persistent and optimistic. Thei look
1-800-585-6033
for the hest in people and believe in "live and let live." Confident and efficient. these Leos will want to run things whether on the playground or footBud Stewart, Route Mana.er
ball field or at the office. Their hasty and high standards are an inspiration
to their peers. Once the work dalins ricer, they love to have a good time.
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Athletic and competitive, they will enjoy being on their company's softball
roprac or

For all your
\ investigative needs!
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Ads must be paid in advance. A '2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.
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Commercial Waste
.•-a Disposal
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1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

'12.50
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HOROSCOPES

753-6952
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ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE
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Calloway Co. Hra
A Pascua Squad
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Only $5 A Week!
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Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section
running each Monday in the classifieds. You get.
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $100. for
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Aug. 9, the 221st day of 1993. There are 144
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 9. 1945, during World War II. the United States exploded
an atomic bomb over Nagasaki. Japan, killing an estimated 74,000
PeoPic
On this date:
In 1790. the Columbia returned to Boston Harbor after a three-year
voyage, becoming the first ship to carry the American flag around the
world.
In 1842, a border dispute between the United States and Canada
was resolved with the signing of the Webster-Ashburton Treaty.
In 1848, the Free-Soil Party nominated Martin Van Buren for president at its convention in Buffalo, N.Y.
In 1854, Henry David Thoreau published "Walden," in which he
described his experiences while living in a small cabin near Walden
Pond in Massachusetts.
In 1969. actress Sharon Tate and four other people were found murdered in Tate's Los Angeles home; cult leader Charles Manson and a
group of his disciples were later convicted of the crime.
In 1974, President Nixon's resignation took effect. Vice President
Gerald R. Ford became the nation's 38th chief executive.
Ten years ago: Guatemala's new military leader, Brigadier General
Oscar Humberto Mcjia Victores lifted a 40-day-old state of alert
imposed by the president he ousted, Efrain Rios Montt.
Five years ago: President Reagan nominated Lauro Cavazos to be
secretary of education; Cavazos became the first Hispanic to serve in
the Cabinet. Hockey star Wayne Gretzky of the Edmonton Oilers was
traded, at his requesL to the Los Angeles Kings.
One year ago: Closing ceremonies were held for the Barcelona
Summer Olympics, with the Unified Team of former Soviet republics
winning 112 medals, the United States, 108.
Today's Birthdays: Former Sen. Herman Talmadge, D-Ga.. is 80.
Former baseball manager Ralph Houk is 74. Sen. J. James Exon, DNeb., is 72. Comedian-director David Steinberg is 51. Actor Sam
Elliott is 49. Boxing Hall-of-Famcr Ken Norton is 48. Football quarterback Doug Williams is 38. Actress Melanie Griffith is 36. Singer
Whitney Houston is 30.
Thought for Today: "The man who makes no mistakes does not
usually make anything." — Edward John Phelps, American lawyer
and diplomat (1822-19(X)).

Ten years ago
The Meats Judging Team of
Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of
America took place honors at
Purchase Region Meats Judging
Contest at Union City, Tenn.
Team members were Tommy Orr,
Tracy Curd, Leland Steely and
John Warren Nix with Larry Gilbert as advisor.
Lucy Wright, executive secretary of Calloway County Chapter
of American Red Cross, spoke
about 2Disaster Preparedness
with an Emphasis on Earthquakes" at a meeting of Welcome
Wagon Club at Commerce
Centre.
Mr. and Mrs Clyde Beaman
will be married for 50 years on
Aug. 12.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Hancline. July 31.

Twenty years ago
Lenvel R. Yates retired Aug. 3
as Chief Inspector of Fabrication
Department of Murray Division
of the Tappan Company. He had
27 years of service with Tappan.
Winners of the Summer Reading Program held at Calloway
County Public Library were
Allen McClard. Lisa Russell and
Mary Denny.
Agnes McDaniel and Betty
Riley attended the international
meeting of Alpha Delta Kappa
Teachers Sorority held at Miami
Beach, Fla. They represented Rho
Chapter of Murray.
Dr. Richard R. Cunningham
has opened his practice of
obstetrics and gnecology with the
Houston-McDcvitt Clinic, Inc.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ray David, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hosford, and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Garth

Edwards, July 31;
Thirty years ago
The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) will conduct a police
training school Aug. 13-15 at
Murray Police Department,
according to Murray Police Chief
W.B. Parker.
The Rev. Norman Culpepper
will be speaker at a revival meeting at Poplar Spring Baptist
Church, Aug. 12-18.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Brady, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. P. Hugh Swift, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Kirkland, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hoy
Thompson. a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Hurt, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Tony Joyce.
Modene Grogan is worthy matron and Charlie Lassiter is worthy patron of Temple Hill Chapter
of Order of Eastern Star.

•

Forty years ago
The City of Murray is approximately one-fifth large: in area
today and has an increase in
population of approximately
2,000 individuals after the City
Council passed an ordinance
bringing into the city the area
west of North 16th Street and the
area bound roughly by Sycamore
and South 16th Streets.
Dr. T.T. Crabtree of Memphis,
Tenn., is speaker at a revival
meeting at Cherry Corner Baptist
Church, according to the Rev.
Garnett Moss, pastor.
Tommy Doran, son of Mr. and
Mrs. T.C. Doran, attended five
weeks of specialized study at
National Institute of Music at
Evanston, Ill., this summer.
The Rev. Buron Richerson of
Murray has been named AS pastor
of Zion's Cause Baptist Church
in Marshall County.

••••
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DEAR ABBY
recognize the rights of non-smokers someone else to dispose of? You may
who do not wish their health imper- use my name.
OREN M.SPIEGLER,
iled.
PITTSBURGH
Smoking is an addiction, folks! If
you have any doubt about it. notice
DEAR OREN M. SPIEGLER:
the smoker who goes out in zerodegree weather smoking a cigarette You must be a new reader or
between his or her gloved fingers — you would know that I have litand those who are unable to drive a tle patience and even less comcar without cigarette in. hand or passion for smokers.
The city of Los Angeles (popmouth.
Society owes no accommodation ulation 3,433,6001 recently outto those who choose an addiction. lawed smoking in public restauAlso, when was the last time you rants, but the restaurateurs
saw someone smoking in a car who were able to overturn that rulused an ashtray, rather than dis- ing.
Stay tuned — the battle is not
carding the hiitt on the street for

DEAR ABBY: Some time ago.
Janice Wingard described smokers
as -amicable and gracious." Don't
make me laugh! How about selfish
and inconsiderate?
Why does Ms. Wingard think we
need legislation in order to protect
the rights of non-smokers who wish
to breathe clean air? It is because
smokers have absolutely no consideration for non-smokers!
Only now, in the 1990s, with the
Environmental Protection Agency
signing on to the report categorizing
secondhand smoke as a 'Class A
carcinogen." are we beginning to
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easy fighting a
multibillion-dollar industry.

over yet. It's not
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DEAR ABBY: I used to stand
outside liquor stores and wheedle
customers who were over 21 into
getting me what I wanted to drink.
I am now paying for it. I am 21
years old and an alcoholic and drug
addict.
I thought drunks were old and
smelly and living on the streets. I
was young and clean,living at home
with decent, churchgoing parents,
but I got myself into a lot of trouble
because I had an "addictive personality' and wasn't aware of it. I
thought I was too young to be one of
"them" — but I've learned how easy
it is to become addicted. I'm proud
to say that I- have been sober for a
year now,and the fun is just beginning.
As they say in A.A.,'One day at
a time"; things do get better.
I want to warn those adults who
buy beer and liquor for. minors:
Please don't — it could be your kick
WISED UP IN YAKIMA,WASH:DEAR WISED UP:Thank you
for wanting to "wise up"others.
• ••
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DEAR ABBY: There is a steak
dinner riding on your answer. My
sister says that you are divorced. I
say that you are still with your husband of many years. I have read in
your column what a great guy he is
tPhillips?), and you have much
praise for your in-laws. Please set
the record straight.
HEATHER BARKLEY,
BIRMINGHAM,ALA.

Exc.c.PT
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DEAR HEATHER BARKLEY:
Your sister owes you a steak
dinner. My husband, Morton
Phillips, and I recently celebrated our 54th wedding anniversary.
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT In health class
many years ago I was advised not to
sit down on a public toilet because of
possible germ transmission Two
Dr. Frankenstein vacations in Hawaii
nurse friends indicate this is absolute
ly not true, that germs cannot live
long enough to be transmitted from
- one personto doutiirr..Whn-is-right
DEAR READER: Years ago. before
the advent of antibiotics, public toilet
CROSSWORDS
seats were believed to be the repository for horrendous hordes of man- (or
woman eating germs Clearly. this
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State confirms rabies death

DEATHS
Michelle Lynn Parker

J.C. Maupin
J.C. Maupin, 77, of Ryan Avenue, Murray. died at 6:45 p.m.
Sunday at Missouri Delta Medical Center, Sikeston, Mo.
He was a World War II Marine Veteran, a retired welder
from Union Carbide at Calvert City, a member of Poplar
Calloway County
Spring Baptist Church, an origianal founder
Rescue Squad, a former employee of Murray Fire Department,
and had taught CPR classes at Murray State University.
Born Oct. 6. 1915, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Jesse G. Maupin and Annie Wyatt Maupin.
He also was preceded in death by three sisters, Birdie Anderson, Helen Crider, and Mary Ann Maupin, and one brother,
Franklin Maupin.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Iola Shouse Maupin, to
whom he was married on May 10, 1939; one daughter, Mrs.
Phyllis Carson and husband. Gene, Benton; two sons, Dave
Maupin and wife, Velva, Rt. 8, Murray, and Don Maupin, Rt.
5, Murray; five grandchildren; three stepgrandchildren; three
great-grandchildren; six stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial
will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Monday).

Mrs. Laverne Outland Orr
The funeral for Mrs. Laverne Outland Orr will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr.
Greg Earwood will officiate. Mrs. Joan Bowker will be
organist.
Pallbearers will be Shaw Saunders, Chris Saunders, Russ
Saunders, Bill Wyatt, Jay Wyatt and Frank White. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 pin. today
(Monday).
Mrs. On. 84. of Keenland Drive, Murray, died Friday morning at her home. Her husband, Goldie Off, died Feb. 28, 1938.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Charlene Saunders and
husband, B.J., Savannah, Ga., and Mrs. Bobbie Sue Allbritten
and husband, Genie, Dallas, Texas; one sister, Mrs. Laurine
Doran, Murray; six grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Beverly J. Green
- Services for Mrs. Beverly J. Green were today at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Strong and Crycr Funeral Home, Hickman. The
Rev. James Haley and the Rev. Greg Waldrop officiated.
Pallbearers were Ralph Waldrop, Tom McCue, Harold Rice
Jr., Phillip Grissom, Jim Shaw and Coy Robinson Jr. Burial
wwas in Hickman City Cemetery,
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the
form of donations to St. Jude's Children's Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn.
Mrs. Green. 65, Hickman, died Saturday at 2:45 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of First United Methodist Church, Hickman. Her father was the late Frank Waller.
Survivors include her husband, James Green; two daughters,
Margaret Green, Louisville, and Jane Edwards, Paducah; one
son, James Green Jr., Murray; her mother, Mrs. Linda Waller,
and one brother, Frank Waller, Mayfield; six grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.

Earnestine Skinner
Funeral rites for Earnestine Skinner are today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Willis
Cheaney is officiating. Music is by Ida Perry, vocalist, and
Ruthie Cavell, pianist.
Pallbearers are Earl Hudspeth, Lewis Hudspeth, Gillard Ross.
Fred Reed, Charles Scott and Jiles Jackson. Burial will follow
in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Skinner, 74, of Pine Street, Murray, died Friday at 5:20
p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Janette Stubblefield,
Murray; one son, Kevin Skinner, Columbia, S.C.; five sisters,
Nlattie Ann Skinner, New Haven, Conn., Mary Jane Skinner,
Ruth Williams and Patricia Johnson, all of Murray, and Robbie
Nell Brandon, Tennessee; two brothers, Robert Skinner and
Buster Skinner, Murray; five grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
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Michelle Lynn Parker, 22, of Houma. Ls., died Saturday at
6:45 a.m. from injuries sustained in an automobile accident_
She was a member of Mulberry Baptist Church, Houma, and
a 1993 honor graduate of Nichols State University.
Her maternal grandparents, Loyd and Areua Smith of Paducah, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her parents. Louis and Regina Smith Parker,
and one brother, Phillip Louis Parker, all of Houma; her paternal grandparents, Vernie and Christine Parker, Leesburg, Fla.,
formerly of Murray and former professors at Murray State University; an aunt, Sharon Smith Stice, Paducah.
Services will be Thursday at 10 a.m, in the chapel of Rothy
Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Harold Council will officiate.
Burial will follow in Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, Paduch.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m.
Wednesday.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the
form of memorial contributions to a favorite charity.

Prince Albert is enthroned
as King Albert II of Belgium
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) —
Prince Albert becomes King
Albert 11 today.
The oath-taking ceremony
comes two days after his brother,
the late King Baudouin, was buried in a state funeral attended by
scores of royal and uncrowned
heads of state. Baudouin died
July 31.
Albert, 59, will be Belgium's
sixth constitutional monarch
since the country gained independence from Dutch rule in 1830.
In accordance with Belgian
tradition, he will not be crowned,
but will simply pledge allegiance
to the constitution with these
words:
"I swear to observe the Constitution and the laws of the Belgian people, to maintain national
independence and the integrity of
the territory."
After the short oath-taking session before a joint session of parliament, the new King and his
wife — the new Queen Paola, 55
— will attend a ceremony at the
tomb of the unknown soldier in
the center of Brussels.
The new royal couple will then
appear before the public on the
balcony of the 19th century
palace in the city center.
On Saturday, Baudouin was
buried in a state funeral, attended
by royals from around the world.
including Emperor Akihito of
Japan and Britain's Queen Elizabeth II.
His casket — covered by Belgium's red, yellow and black flag
— was taken from the downtown
palace where Baudouin worked
during his 42-year reign.
As fighter jets flew over the
palace, the coffin was placed on a
gun carriage and pulled by an
armored personnel carrier to St.
- Michael's Cathedral, 900 yards
away, for a funeral mass.
His widow, Queen Fabiola, followed on foot, leading a group of
heads of state for a slow-paced,
one-hour walk to the cathedral on
a warm, sunny day. Tens of thou-M*1h -lined the fundrit -route.
Baudouin died of a heart attack
while vacationing in Spain. He
was 62. Albert succeeds him, as
Baudouin and Fabiola were
childless.
In Belgium, the powers of a
king are passed on to the male
descendants of King Leopold I,

the country's first monarch.
In 1991, the constitution was
amended to provide for a succession to the throne of daughters of
a ruling monarch, a rule that will
be applied for the first time to the
descendants of Albert's son,
Prince Philip, 33.

ALBANY, N.Y.(AP) — Confirmation that the death last
month of an i1-year-old girl was
due to rabies — the first in New
York since 1954 — has prompted
health officials to issue a warning
against getting close to wild
animals.
State Health Commissioner
Mark Chassin said his deparunent
continues to hear of cases where
people befriend and try to aid
animals that turn out to be rabid.
"We have tried consistently to
get the message out that this is
very inappropriate and risky," he
said.
Kelly Ahrendt of Walker Valley became sick on a camping

trip July 13 and died the next day
of viral encephalitis, despite
being treated at three hospitals.
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Family Service Is A Tradition
As Strong As The Hills
Families helping families is a tradition as old and as strong as

DO YOU KNOW OF A PROPERTY
FOR THESE BUYERS?
RIMER

tiEF.12

1.) Senior Citizen - Has cash to buy
now

3 BR or 2 BR Ws • Prefer West of
16th Street - Prefer dining room or
large eat in kitchen.
(Call Brenda)

2.1 Single Female

2-4 BR houses in need of repair
wanted for investment.
(Call 71nci)

3 You ng family from California looking now

$50.ii-$704 - 3-4 BR-Master bedroom
with bath - need good neighborhood
for children.
(Call James)

4

Horse lover and horse investor

25 to SO acres with horse facilities
with or without home. Will go up to
$200,000.
(Call Ballet

5 / Retired couple from out of state cash buyer - ready to buy now

3 BR - 2 baths - West of town.
(Call James)

6i Couple with children

North of Murray with few acres - Can
be $70's up to $120,000.
(Call Tina)

Family ready to buy

3-4 BR -2 bath - Southwest area in or
out of town • open floor plan Under
$100,000.
(Call James)

the hills And today, some people will still move mountains to lend
a hand to others. It's a heritage that folks around this area live by.
7)

At Miller Funeral Home, we stand by a tradition of helping
families at a time of loss. Our strength is providing caring service

8. Teacher

Northwest of Murray - ranch or colonial - 3 to 5 acres - up to $85,000.
(Call Betty)

9.) Couple needing property now

4

10./ Retiring to this area

Private lot - light and open floor plan city limits - up to $200,000.
(Call Betty)

11

Must be zoned for rental to university
students. Condition not a priority.
Will do repairs and decorating.
(Call Betty)

that meets their needs. It's a reputation we're proud to uphold. And
we're committed to maintaining that standard of care to area
families for years to come.
Maintaining our tradition of family service is important to us.
It's how we provide the pinnacle of service to area families at Miller

Dwane Jones, Manager, Stockholder
Howard D. Mathis

Investor

licensed Funeral DOrector
Embalmer, Stodtholder

Funeral Home

MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES
311 North 4th Street • Murray. KY 42071
(502) 753-4612
We stand on the strength of our service

Thelma Miller
licensed Funeral Director

Tommy

Walker

licensed Funeral Director & Embalmer

Rickey Garland
4
Gene Miller
Assistant

BR, dining room, family room plus
separate living room, gas heat.
(Call James)

IF YOU KNOW SOMEONE WHO MAY WANT TO SELL A PROPERTY
THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF ONE OF OUR BUYERS:

PLEASE CALL 753-1492
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